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Chapter 1
AN OVERVIEW OF
THE MULTIPLE POINTING-MOUNT
SPACE PLATFORM CONTROL PROBLEM.
1.1 Space _xper/ments Involv/n__ Instrument Pointin_ and Slew/n_ Motions
A amber of space-based scientific experiments planned by NASA for the near future
will involve instruments that are required to contmuaUy point accurately at various objects
in space and/or locations on the earth's surface. Still other experiments will be required to
perform carefully controlled back-and-forth slewing motions and thereby scan various regions
of space and/or the earth's surface, looking for characteristic features of certain phenomena
being studied.
In order to accommodate many such eaperiments, in a cost-effective manner, NASA
has conceived the idea of a multiple pointing-mount space platform ( hereafter referred to
as MPMSP) on which a variety of such experiments would be mounted and operated
simultaneously;, Fig. 1.l. This MPMSP would act as a common chassis, or framework, to
which the various moving and non-moving equipment modules associated with each
experiment would be attached. In addition, solar power collector panels, and telemetry
antennae that transmit scientific data and receive uplink commands associated with each
experiment, will be attached to the MPMSP. The proposed Geostationary Earth
Observatory (GEO) project, Figure 1.2, is one specific example of an MPMSP application.
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Figure 1.1 Concept of a Multiple Pointing-Mount Space
Platform (MPMSP).
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Figure 1.2 Specific Example of an MPMSP; the Proposed
Geostationary Earth O.._bservatory (GEO).
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1.2 Conflict and Antagonism in Distributed Multi-Controller Systems
The individual pointing and slewing experiments mounted on an MPMSP will each
be controlled by its own individual (local) controller, which will be designed to achieve and
maintain the pointing or slewing requirements for that particular experiment. This family of
local controllers comprises what is called a (spatially) d/str/buted multi_controllersystem. The
design of these local experiment controllers will probably be carried out by a variety of
different vendors (design teams) working independently, and will involve consideration of
the uncertain disturbance motions and/or vibrations of the common platform-framework
reduced by equipment movements associated with other experiments that are operating
simultaneously.
A sometimes overlooked subtlety of such a multiple-controller arrangement mounted
on a common platform is that the platform base.motion disturbances felt by any one
experiment are not conventional random.like _.ogenous inputs, but rather, are functionally
related to the controller feedback actions of all the other individual experiment controllers
mounted on the same platform. As a consequence of this subtle fact, the otherwise well-
designed experiment controllers can become antagonistic to one another m the sense that
the control actions of any one controller become the "disturbances" that the other controllers
must react to. The latter set of controller reactions, in turn, is reflected back as
"disturbances" to the first controller, thereby triggering an action-reaction-action 'Mcious
circle" which can, under appropriate conditions, lead to the sudden, unexpected onset of chaos
and instability of the whole platform system. This system instability behavior is no.._Ztdependent
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on structural flexibility effects and can happen even though each equipment controller is,
individually, quite stable. In such a situation, the otherwise desirable responsiveness of
individual experiment controllers causes them to begin "fighting" each other, as if in conflict.
A familiar example of this phenomena is the tragic consequences of seemingly innocuous
pushing and shoving in a large, tightly-packed crowd of people, (here each person acts as
an individually controlled element.)
1.3 Management of Multi-Controller Con_ltiets and Antagonisms
The early recognition of the inescapable controller conflicts and antagonisms, and the
real possibilities of their suddenly triggering violent system instabilities, in the distributed
multi-controller environment of a multiple pointing-mount space platform (MPMSP) should
be considered as a major design and safety consideration for any MPMSP project. The
importance of this consideration arises from the fact that the individual dynamic
characteristics (i.e., settling-times, damping factors, etc.) of each individual experiment
controller can have a critical influence on the stability of the overall platform system. A
seemingly beneficial "re-tuning" of the controller "gains" associated with any one of those
"individually stable" experiment controllers could, conceivably, trigger instability of the overall
platform system, when in space. In fact, even a spatial relocation or reorientation of the
mounting points for the moving equipment associated with an individual experiment module
could, conceivably, trigger an instability of the overall platform system.
The unsettling aspect of this controller-induced destabilization phenomena is that,
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owing to the inherent nonlinear nature of the overall system dynamics, the instability, can,
and usually will, be dependent on the occurrence of certain critical combinations of
kinematic and kinetic conditions among the conflicting controllers and their respective
experiments. Thus, the MPMSP system could, in fact, function quite well for some extended
period of time until those critical dynamic conditions just happen to occur. Then, without
warning, the whole platform system could suddenly become unstable.
There are primarily three approaches to managing multi-controller conflicts and
antagonisms in MPMSP's. One approach consists of limiting the simultaneous operations of
experiments to those that involve a negligible degree of conflicting control actions. This
approach can lead to "one-at-a-time" operating scenarios. Another approach consists of re-
designing the family of independent e_periment controllersto work in a certainstrategically
coordinated manner that automatically mitigates excessive conflicts between controllers. This
orchestration approach forces one to give up the individuality of the experiment activities,
and imposes a hierarchical, centralized control-authority structure that can be quite complex
and involve extensive communication links between the family of e_periment controllers.
The third approach, which is the one considered in this study, consists of using a
platform controller to impose a high-degree of "quietness" of the platform structure while the
experiments are operating simultaneously. That is, the platform controller is designed to
effectively suppress movements and vibrations of the platform due to the "disturbances"
caused by experiment activities; see Figure 1.3. This maintenance of a "quiet platform," in
the face of complex disturbance forces and moments induced by experiment pointing and
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slewing motions, essentially breaks the 'Mcious circle" that allows one controller's action to
be felt as a disturbance by the other controllers, and vice-versa. This mediating action
clearly requires an exceptionally fast-acting and versatile "disturbance-adaptive" platform
controller. Modem control theory has provided an extensive design methodology, known
as Disturbance-Accommodating Control (DAC) Theory, for designing such disturbance-
adaptive controllers and that theory will form the basis for the platform controller design
developed in the present study.
1.4 Scope of This Research Effort
This research effort is directed at developing a new control concept that could form
the technology basis for designing a high-performance platform controller for MPMSP-type
projects. Because the present effort is directed at developing a control concept, and
demonstrating the credibility of that control concept, a highly simplified, planar-motion
3(rigid)-element, multi-body model of a generic MPMSP has been adopted as the basic test-
bed model for designing and demonstrating the proposed platform controller concept. Of
course, any attempt to use the concepts and methodologies described herein on a real
MPMSP project would necessitate consideration of the inevitable flexibility and out-of-plane
motions of any real space platform, as well as the torque limitations of any realistic platform
controller actuator. Nevertheless, the new platform control concept presented here is
considered to be an innovative and viable candidate for consideration in any realistic design
of a MPMSP.
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Chapter 2
3-LINK MULTI-BODY GENERIC MODEL OF
A MPMSP IN PLANAR MOTION
2.1 The Idea of a Concept-Demonstration Model
In Control Engineering,the initialdevelopment and effectivenessdemonstration of
a new controlconcept istypicallyconducted usingsimplified,low-orderplantmodels (called
"concept-demonstration"models) thatpermitone tofocusattentionon,and understand,the
basic featuresof the control system behavior without being overwhelmed by dynamic
complexitiesof theplantmodel. In thischapterwe propose a concept-demonstrationmodcl
of a genericmultiplepointing-mount space platform. This model isa highlysimplified,3
(rigid,pinjointed)-linkrepresentationof the dynamic featuresof an MPMSP, moving m
planarmotion. Although itishighlysimplified,thismodel embodies the essentialfcaturcs
thatmake the platformcontrolof an MPMSP a challengingproblem. In Chapter 5 of this
report,the effectivenessof the proposed platformcontroUcrconcept willbe demonstrated
by computer simulationexercises,usingmathematical models of the concept-demonstration
model and the platformcontroller.
2.2 A 3-1Jnlr C_neri¢: Model of a MPM_
The five essential features of an MPMSP platform control problem, from the control
theoretic point-of-view, are:
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I. A platform upon which two or more independent experiments are mounted.
2. Each experiment involves the pointing or slewing of equipment
(telescopes,sensors, antennae, etc.) that has significant mass and/or rotational
inertia.
3. The pointing/slewing motion of each experiment's equipment is controlled by
its own individual (local) control system, designed for that particular
experiment, and operated autonomously in accordance with the individual
needs of that particular mrperiment.
4. The controlled equipment motions associated with each experiment induce
reaction forces and/or moments on the platform.
5. The local control systems for pointing and/or slewing each experiment are
designed to cope with uncertain-type 'base motion" disun'bances that arise
from vibrations and transient motions of the platform mount.
Feature #4 implies that the angular (and linear) momentum vectors associated with
equipment motions do not remain invariant during such motions. This feature occurs
naturally in most equipment, except in those special eases where the equipment incorporates
specially designed, "counter-inertia," mechanical assemblies that contain controlled, motor
driven, counter-rotating inertia disks, which effectively cancel-out the angular momentum
changes that would otherwise occur when, say, a heavy instrument is rotated in its mount.
Indeed, if all equipment motions on an MPMSP were accompanied by such "counter-inertia"
devices, there would be no platform disturbances or controller conflicts to contend with...but
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there would then be a significant increase in cost, weight, equipment complexity, and svstem
power consumption. Feature #5 is a common control system requirement for any precision
pointing/slewing experiment mounted on a space platform, and typically leads to the use of
some form of "integral-feedback" in the controller.
Any space platform big enough to be used as a mounting base for multiple
experiments will involve some structural flc_u'bility. This latter feature has not been included
in the above list. The reason for this omission is the quantum increase in modeling
complications and model complexity that such flexibility considerations would entail.
Specifically, consideration of torsional flexibility would force consideration of coupled out-of-
plane motions, which would lead to the modeling of 3-climensional dynamics--a complication
that would exceed the resources budgeted for this project. Moreover, inclusion of the
platform's in-plane, lateral flexibility would add enormous complications to the already
difficult task of developing the exact equations of in-plane motion of the "simplified" concept
demonstration model. (See Chapter 4 of this report.)
The simplest configuration of mechanical elements that embody the five essential
MPMSP features listed above is shown in Figure 2.1 and consists of three co-planar rigid
links, pin-jointed together as shown. The center link represents the space platform, together
with the non-moving experiment equipment, while the two unsymmetrical, but co-planar,
end-links represent respectively, the pointing/slewing equipment associated with two
independent experiments, which are presumed mounted at either end of the platform. The
(co-planer) rotational movements of each end-link, with respect to the platform, are assumed
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MULTIPLE
POINTING -MOUNT
SPACE PLATFORM
EXPERIMENT A
(LOCALLY CONTROLLED )
EXPERIMENT B
(LOCALLY CONTROLLED)
PLATFORM CONTROLLER
___,_ EXPERIMENT B
Figure 2.1 A 3-Link Generic Model of an MPMSP in Planar
Motion (All links are assumed rigid.).
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to be controlled by an independent motor, or toque device (torquer), located at each pin-
joint connection, and such that the controlled torques exerted on each end-link (on each
experiment equipment) results in an equal-but-opposite reaction torque exerted on the
center link (on the platform). The entire assembly shown in Figure Z1 is assumed to be
positioned in space, moving in (locally) planar-motion, in an essentially zero-gravity
environment (e.g. in orbit around the earth). Thus, in the course of mathematically
modeling the dynamics of the "configuration model" in Figure 2.1, one can ignore the usual
gravity forces that would be imagined, say, as acting through the centers of gravity of the
respect/re links. However, it may be nee.es._ry to include in that mathematical model the
small but persistently acting, "gravity-gradient torques" that will act on such an assembly in
orbit. Our exact dynamic mathematical model of Figure 2.1, developed in Chapter 4, will
include a generic "external disturbance torque" term T e to account for such gravity gradient
torques, as well as solar-pressure effects, etc.
2.3 The platform Control Problem for the 3-Link Model
The platform, or center-link, in Figure 2.1 is assumed to contain its own "platform
torquer device" (e.g. a C.M.G. device) that can be controlled to exert precision, quick-acting,
in-plane torques T c on the platform as determined by the platform control algorithm. (The
design of this platform control algorithm is the main task of this research effort.) The
locations of the centers of gravity, as well as the mass and rotational inertia-values of each
link shown in Figure 2.1, are considered to be completely arbitrary in this study.
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In long-range pointing tasks, such as envisioned for experiments on an MPMSP,
angular pointing errors due to platform angular base-motion disturbances are far more
serious than errors associated with platform rectilinear base-motion disturbances. Thus, in
accordance with the "quiet platform" approach to be used in this study for controller conflict
mediation (the third approach cited in Chapter 2), the task of the platform controller is to
achieve and maintain the "quiet" angular condition
(t) = o (2.a)
(2.b)
in the face of arbitrary angular motions Oz(0 , e2(t ) of the two end-links shown in Figure
2.1. Moreover, the motions el(t), 82(t ) are assumed to be controlled by independently
acting controllers in accordance with the real-time requirements of each experiment (each
end-link); see Feature 3 in Section 2.2.
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Chapter 3
DESIGN OF A DISTURBANCE-ADAPTIVE MPMSP CONTROL
STRATEGY FOR THE PLANAR MOTION .GENERIC MODEL
The controller design methodology used in this chapter is based on the theory, of
Disturbance-Accommodating Control (DAC). We begin with a brief tutorial review of the
principles of DAC theory.
3.1 DAC Waveform Models of UnceTmin Disturbances
The theory of DisUn-bance-A_ommodating Control [IH4_ is_omccrned with non-
modeling and controller .designw..chniques for systc'ms subjected to uncertain,
unmeasurable., time-varying, multi-variable disturbances w(t) = (Wl(t), w2(t), ..., Wp(t)).
In the remainder of this chapter we will focus on the special ease p=l of an
equivalent scalar (single-input) disturbance w(t); see [2] for details of the theory for vector
disturbances p>l. The central idea in DAC disturbance modeling is the concept of a
waveforrn model, which is simply a representation of w(t) as an unknown weighted linear
combination of completely known bas/s-funct/ons {fl(t), f2(t), _,fro(t)} of the form
w(t) = Clfl(t ) + C.2f2(t ) _-... _- Cmfm(t ) (3.1)
where the {C 1, C2, ..., Crn} are scalar weighting coefficients that are completely unknown
"constants", which may occasionally jump m value in a once-in-awhile manner. This sparse
jumping behavior of the "constants" C i is referred to as "stepwise-constant" behavior and
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is illustrated in Figure 3.1. Disturbances that can be effectively represented by an expression
of the form (3.1) are said to have waveform.structure; those that cannot are referred to as
no/se disturbances. The waveform-model representation (3.1) is a generalized splme-
function model as used in aptmm:imation theory, and can be viewed as an extension of the
idea of a Fourier-series representation.
The collection {fi(t)} of presumed known basis functions in (3.1) is chosen by the user
to reflect the actual patterns of w(t) time-behavior as seen in experimental data, etc. Thus.
ff w(t) characteristically exhibits a sinusoidai pattern of behavior, with known frequency c_
and-unk_wn stepwise-coustant amplitude and phase, one would write (3.1) as
w(t) - C 1 sin _t * C 2 cos _ (3.2)
_, ff the uncertain time-behavior of w(t) has the generic piecewise-linear (step plus
ramp) characteristic as shown in Figure 3.2, one would write (3.1) as
w(t) = I + cet (3.3)
In some industrial applications, the characteristic time-behavior of w(t) is rather
varied and undistinguished, as shown in Figure 3.3. In such cases, an effective choice for the
basis-functions {fi(t)} is the po/ynom/al basis-set {1,t,t 2, ..., t(m'l)}. The corresponding
representation (3.1) then becomes the/m/ynom/a/.sp//ne waveform model
w(t) = C 1 1 +C2t ÷C-,3 t2 ÷... ÷Crn t (re'l)' (3.4)
which is usually quite effective m modeling slow, meandering-tTpe functions w(t), even when
one chooses the relatively small value m-3, (the so-called quadratic-spline model).
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Figure 3.1 Stepwise-Consmnt Time-Behavior
Weighting "Constants" C i in (3.1).
of the
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/
Figure 3.2 An Uncertain Disturbance w(t) Have Pieeewise-
Linear (step-plus-ramp) Time-I_lmvior.
e
Figure 3.3 An Uncertain Disturbance w(t) Having
Undistinguished, Meandering Time-Behavior.
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3.2 Conversion of a Disturbance Waveform Model to a State Model
The design of a DAC controller is based on the technique of on-line identification
of uncertain disturbances having waveform-structure [2]. This on-line identification of
uncertain disturbances w(t) is accomplished by a conventional stat_-observer or Kalman
filter, which pr_ the system control input u(t) and output measurement y(t) data to
produce an accurate real-time c_ate _v (t) of the actual dis_cc input w(t). To do
it is n_ to have a differgafial equation model of the wsveform behavior of w(t).
That is, one mint find a differential ex[uation for which (3.1), with comtant C i, is the (a)
mlution. In prance an effective choice of b_i._functions {fi(t)} can usually be found in the
of functions that ._ti_'y some//ae.ar _4n_ differential equation; expressions
(3.2), (3.3), (3.4) are common ezampl_ of _mch cases. In such linear ca._, the differential
_i1mtion corresponding to (3.1) will have the form
dl_w dP=l dw (3.5)
. __.__w *... * w =0dtp dt p-1
where p and the {ill ,_2, "-', Bp} are comp/e.te/y _eterm/n_ by the (known) basis hmcuons
{fl(t), ... f-re(t)}.
model (3.5) is
For instance, in the case (3.2) the co_nding differential equation
d2w ¢o2 w 0
d t2 (3.6)
Likewise in the ease (3.3) expression (3.5) becomes
and for (3.4) the counterpart of (3.7) is
dZw
= O, (3.7)
dt"
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draw
= O. (3.8)
dtm
The observer, or Kalman filter, used to generate the disturbance estimate w(t) requires that
(3.5) be re-written in the form of a state-variable model. The general form of such a linear
distmbance state-model for a scalar disturbance w(t) is
w =hTz; h,z = p-vectors ; ( -)T
=Dz ÷ a(t) ; D - p×pmatrix
- denotes transpose (3.9a)
(3.9b)
where (laD) can be chosen as any one of the eanomeal completely-observable pairs
[24"pg.418]. The term a(t) = (al(t), ..., ap(t)) in (3.9) denotes a vector of tota//y unknown,
s'par_ sequences ai(t ) of Dime'impulses, which arrive in a random, once-in-a-while manner
xmlmown inteusities. The unknown impulses of ai(t ) represent the "cause" of the once-
in-a-while jumping of the C t as shown in Figure 3.1. Note that o(t) in (3.9) is no..._!%vhite
noise" as is commonly used m stochastic control theories. The eonstam matrix D m (3.9)
embodies the collection of basis functions {fi(t)} as characteristic eigmafunetions of D. Thus.
D may be an unstable matrix, even though w(t) m (3.9) always remains bounded.
theory, the p-vector z=(z 1, ..., zp) is called the state of the disturbance w(t).
To illustrate the procedure for developing a state-model (3.9), consider
differential equmion model (3.6).
(3.6) as
In DAC
the
If we define the disturbance state=variables (Zl, _) for
z 1 =w ;z2. =-,_ (3.9c)
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then, clearly
: -J o z: • [a2(t)j;w -- (1,0)
(3.9d)
where the spar_ impulses of al(t ), a2(t ) account for the unknown, random-like once-m-a-
while jumps in w(t) and/or @(t), corresponding to jumps in C I and C 2 in (3.2).
3.3 On._lAne Identification of wft_ via a Com tmsite State-Oi_crver/Katman Filter
The next step in DAC controller design is to incorporate (endogcnize) the
distta-banee state-model (3.9) with the plant state-model. For this purpose, suppose, for
simplicity, that the plant with scalar _¢_ is _tcd by a linear, lime-invariam
stat_model of the form
= Ax + Bu +fw ; u = r-vector control input, (3.10a)
y = Cx ; y --- m-vector output measurement, (3.10b)
The disturbance state-model (3.9) may now be incorporated into (3.10) to obtain the
foUowmg composite plant/disturbance state-model
which can be written in the compact form
x =Ai ÷t_u _,a
y =CR
(3.11)
(3.12a)
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where
OlD I ; "6 l ° );e --[clo]; a = ,
(3.12b)
A standard full-order, or re.dueed-order, observer can now be designed to generate
A
real-time estimates _ (t)in (3.12). AlteTnatively, if the plant measurement y(t) in (3.10b)
eontams additive "measurement noise" of the form
y = Cx+n(t), riO) = mesmn'ement noise (3.13)
one then can use a standardKa/man.f-Rter to generate the real-time, minimum-square-error
A
maturate _ (t) In eithercase.,the _g dismrbencc estimam _(t)isobtained
as ^
@(t) : hT_ (t) - [0 Ih] - [lT i
(3.14)
To demonstrate this observer design methodology, recall that a full-order observer for
(3.12a) has the well-known form [2; pg. 432]
= A g +Bu -/_0 Y (t) - C (3.15)
where the observergain matrix I_0isdesigned to make the e.rdmationerror , = {_ - _" ]
rapidly approach zero between arrivals of the sparse, unknown impulses of or(t). It is easy
to show from (3.12), (3.15) that, between impulses of a(t), ¢(t) obeys the vector-matrix
homogenous differentialequation
_--" [._,÷I_ C], (3.16)
Thus, to make e(t) -- 0 promptly, I_0 should be chosen to place the eigenvalues of
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_, -_ _ C ) sufficiently deep in the left-half of the complex plane.
3.4 Desi_ of the DAC Control Law
In DAC theory, there are a variety of ways a control system can "accommodate" the
disturbances w(t) that act on a given plant. The most common method of accommodation
is to design the controller to exactly ctm_tract (r@eet) the total effect of w(t) on the plant
state x(t). To accomplish this, we first agree to split the total control effort u(t) into two
parts
u = Up + ud (3.17)
where ud will be designed m exactly cancel the disturbane_ effects on x(t) and where up is
then d_igne.d to accomplish the primary control task (set-point regulation, serve-tracking,
etc,.) fortheund/a_u_ibedplant. If the plant state model is given by (3.10), the incorporation
of (3.17) yields
- Ax + Bup + Bu d + fw(t) (3.18)
Thus, to completely cancel w(t) in (3.18), one should design u d to satisfy
Bu d - -fw(t) -- -flaT z(t) ,ze E p (3.19)
The necessary and sufficient condition for existence of a solution ud to (3.19) is the total
cance//at/on condition [2].
rank [13 [f] = rank []3] (3.20a)
f= By
which implies
Assuming (3.20) holds a control
(3.20b)
ud sam firingfor some (possibly non-unique) vector V.
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(3.19) is given (ideally) by
ud - yz (o._I)
In practicalapptications,the term z(t)in (3.21)would be replacedby the real-time srimaze
(t)obtainedfrom a real-timeobserveror Kab_an filter(3.15).Ifcondition(3.20)failsto
be satisfied,itisimpossibleforthecontrolactionto cancel.outalltheeffectsof w(t)on x(t).
In that case, there are a variety of alternative modes of disturbance accommodation one can
consider, such as "disturbance mmimimtion;" see [2].
Asmm_g u d can be designed as in (3.21), the remaining part up of u can be designed
to accomplish the primary control task, using conventional design methods and setting Bu d
+ fw(t) -, 0 in (3.18). This is a weB-known standard procedure in modem control theory.
This completes our brief tutorial review of DAC-principles. We will now apply those
principles to the platform controller design for the generic MPMSP model developed in
Chapter 2.
3.5 Desi_ of a pi_turbance Estimator for the MPMSP Generic Model
The uncertain disturbances associated with the platform control of an MPMSP are
ideally suited for representation by a waveform-model (3.1). To see this, recall the
arrangement in Figure 2.1 and consider the corresponding platform '_ree-bodv diagram"
shown in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4 "Free-Body Diagram" Analysis of the Platform
Dynamics for the 3-Link Generic MPMSP Model.
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The disturbing forces and moments that act on the platform consist of:
(I) the pin-joint reaction forces associated with the movements of each end-link.
(ii) the torque reactions associated with local controller torques that act on each
end-link, at the respective pin-joints, and
(iii) the external torques that act on the platform through the effects of gravity-
gradients, solar pressures on the solar collectors, etc.
Referring to the geometry of Figure 3.4, h can be seen that the basic Newtoman equation
governing platform angular dynamics
( tomo-kg: Jog
has the specific form
"TI"T2 + F2N _02 + F1N_01 + Te + Tc
where
T1,T 2 =
T e =
FIN, F2N =
£01' _02 =
(3.22)
-- Jcg _ (3.22b)
local controller torques that act on each end link to control the
_ent equipment motions el( 0, e2(t )
platform controller torque
net external torque on platform due to combined effects of
gravity gradients, solar pressures on the solar panels, etc.
the components of the pin-joint reaction forces that act on the
platform and are normal to the longitudinal axis of the platform
distances from the pro-joints to the platform center of gravity.
In order to design an effective, disturbance-adaptive platform controller, T c = Tc(?),
it is important to decide which torque-terms on the left side of (3.22b) are likely to behave
as "uncertain disturbances"; i.e.. torques that are not reliably known and/or not directly and
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reliably measurable (in real-time), in a realistic MPMSP project. As will be shown in
Chapter 4 [see Eqs. (4.1), (4.3)], the exact mathematical expressions for the normal
components FIN, F2N of the pin-joint reaction forces are incredibly long and complicated
functions of {¢, O, O, e i, e i, e i, Ji, Mi, etc.} thereby rendering the accurate on-line
computation or measurement of FIN(t ), F2N(t) rather impractical. The local controller
torques Tl(t ), T2(t ) should be relatable to the electrical currents in the respective torque
motors. However, there may be some degree of liability (or excessive risk) in using such a
scheme to measure {Tl(t), T2(t ) } in real-time. Thus, m this study, we elected to consider
{-Tl(t), -T2(t )} as uncertain, unmeasurable reaction torques acting on the platform.
The inherent uncertainty as to the exact kinematic configuration of all the moving
parts of all the experiments, solar-panels, antennae, etc. mounted on the MPMSP, suggests
that the time-behavior of the gravity gradient and solar pressure torques would be difficult
to compute on-line or predict a priori, and should, therefore, be viewed as uncertain.
unmeasurable disturbance torques.
In summary, for this study, we will adopt the '_,orst case" in regards to the ability, to
measure disturbances; namely, the total net uncertain, unmeasurable disturbance torque Td(t )
acting on the platform in Figure 3.4 will be defined as:
Td(t) -_ "Tl(t) - T2(t) +F2N(t) _02 + F1N(t)g01 + Te (3.23)
In view of (3.23), expression (3.22b) can be written as
T d + T c = Jog _ f3.24a)
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3.5.1 A Subtle Fact About (3.24a):
Owing to the fact that the reaction forces F1N(. ), F2N(- ) in (3.23) contain terms that
m
are _xp//cit functions of the platform angular acceleration _, it is necezsary, for controller
design purposes, to write (3.24) in the modified form,
_d + Tc =_c_ (3.24b)
m
where T d denotes the remoAnder of T d afterthe O-relatedterms of T d have been removed
fa'om T d and combined with the right side of (3.24a) to augment the "effective" Jcg and form
the new expression Jcg_. (Note that Jcg in (3.24b) is typically a nonlinear function of {_, _,0 i,
i} i}) If this step is not invoked, the design of a disturbance estimator as described below
becomes extremely difficult. This is a rather unusual and potentially confusing consideration
in DAC theory that has not been heretofore disetm_d in the literature. With respect to the
control problem is to estimate andaugmented inertia model (3.24b) the platform
cancel the term Td(t ) and regulate _(t) -* 0.
3.5.2 Wmcefon_ Qmra_teThation of Tfd
The various physical sources which create or originate the components of Td(t ) . as
indicated in (3.23b), are all characterized as producing essentially smoothly cvolving_dynamic
torques with the possibility of simple jump-behavior oemming once-in-awhile, (due, for
instance, to sudden reversals of the local controller's torque motors, etc.). Thus it can be
anticipated that a typical time-plot of Ta(t ) would be as shown in Figure 3.5. The generic
meandering behavior of Td(t ) shown in Figure 3.5 suggests in general that Td(t ) may have
a waveform structure in which no distinguishing periodic, or other specific basis functions,
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Figure 3.5 Generic Meandering Time-Behavior of T d(t).
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are apparent. This case is one in which a polynomial-spline waveform model of the type
(3.4) is appropriate. Thus. in the interest of keeping things simple, our first trial desi_ of
the platform controller will be based on modeling the uncertain time-behavior of Td(t) by
the quadrat/c-sp//ne waveform model
T d(t) = C 1 + C-.2 t + C3 t2 (3.25)
where the "coratant" coefficients {C 1, C__, C 3 } in (3.25) are allowed to jump in value in a
sparse, once-in-a-while manner (= "stepwise 3.6 - constant"); see Figure 3.1.
The model (3.25) is capable of emulating a rich variety of meandering uncertain
distm'bance behaviors such as shown in Figure 3.5. In fact, the waveform model (3.9_5) can
effectively emulate Td(t ) behavior containing "slow," unknown s/nuso/dal components,
mzknown ex/xmouiM components, etc., provided the asscx_ted unknown fa'equeneies, rime-
constants, etc. are suf_ciently"small;" see the "disturbance estimator" performance plots in
Section 3.7.
A disturbance state-model (3.9) eorr=pondmg to (3.25) is developed as follows. First.
define the three disturbance state-variables z I, z2, z 3 as
- "-" (3.26)
zl-T a ;z2-T d ; z3-Td
Then, note that, for constant C:
. 2c t); h = z3(=2C3) ; z3 = 0, (3.27")
Thus, letting the random-like ai(t)-impulses account for the sparse jumps that occur in (C 1.
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C2,C3), one can write (3.27) in the form of (3.9) as
21
_2
0
- 0
0
1 0
0 1
0 0
,+
al(t)
02(0
03(0
(3.28a)
(3.28b)
The on*line estimation of Td(t ) in (3.24), firom the a,_mmed available on*line measurements
of {_(t), Tc(t ) } is accomplished by use of a composite state-observer of the type (3.15). For
_ the composite plantgdisturbance model (3.11) is obtained from (3.24b), (3.28)
as follows. The plant state variables can bc defined as
x 1-_ ; x2-_ (3.29)
Then, the corresponding plant state-model (3.10) becomes
x. : [oo , (3.30a)
y =¢ = (1,0) I::} (3.30b)
Combining (3.30) and (3.28) then yields the composite state-model (3.11) as
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':_1
±1
t3
01 0 00
---1
0 0Jeg 00
00 0 10
00 0 01
O0 0 O0
' Xl I
x2 1
"]z2
_z3
y -_, -- (1,0,0,0,0)
0
"C_
÷
0
0
' 0
'X I )
X,'_ '
d.,
zl
zal
T_ 0
0
o1(0
02(0
a3(t)
(3.31a)
(3.31b)
The_afll-ordcr.compos/te-stateobserver (3.15),_u:nrelIxmding to (331), can now be written
-nut:in:/uU as i_ -_2 -_ (Y-_)
i2 = ._cg-1 9.1 + ] -1 T¢ - ko2(y-_:l)
_ "_ - _3(y-_)
i2 - -
;-3: - ko5(y-_)
(3.32)
and the associated estimation-error dynamics (3.16) is given by
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_2
_3
_4
010 O0
"--1
OOJcg O0
000 10
000 O0
000 O0
, kol '_"(i,o.o.o,o)
ko2J
ko3
ko4
. kos
: e l;
_2
e 3
e 4
_5 '
(3.33)
_m,-in.aeamrdma_ with the-mmarks.t_low (3.16)-thedesigner should choose the observer
._ms" (ko_,k02_, _,.k05_ m (3m)to-p_hef_'igen_ues (2.0_,Xo_;_03,'%4,_05>
of:the:composite matrix
[,_+t,oC]
_ko_ I o o o
_o_ o _i o o
3r,o3 oo 1 0
-.k04 0 0 0 1
_ko5 o o o o
(3.34)
sui_ently deep m the left-half of the _mplex-plane.
The eharacm_tic po/ym_m/aI P(X ) of (3.34) is.easily calculated to be
--1 2.2 --I --1
_(2.) = _.S_k01 2.4_k02 2.3 _k03 "[cg -ko4 "rcg 2.-kos "/cg =0 (3.35)
Nowsuplmse the des/red values of the five_gemralues 2.oi of (3.35) are denoted by {_'I, ;'2,
_'3, 2'4, Xs}. Then the corre.sponding_ r.haracteristic polynomial 0d(2. ) for (3.34) can
be computed by the formula
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0d(_') = ()'-)'1)"(_'-;_2 ) " (_'-_'3)"(_"-_'4)' (_'-_'5) (3.36a)
= _.5 ÷ a5)4 ÷ "4 k3 ÷ a3 _2 + a2 k + a I (3.36b)
wherethe {a i} will be pre.,eisely:determmed by the desired values of the {_-i} It is now a
_=imple_aatter to equate eorrespond/ng.coefficients in (3.35) and (3.36b) to obtain the
; =_-_ by (3.3_)
following ,¢xplicit.dP._@ £-ormulaerforlhe _Yoserveregains {ko|}.
k0l = _ a 5
k02 = - a 4
k03 =-Jcga3
ko4 - - 3¢g=2
k05 = -7=z=I
(3.37)
The_set-of_Fmtions (3.32)=ogether=withlhe._ain_Iormulae (3.37) constitute the complete
solution for the disrarbanee_identifier (estimator) for-this generic MPMSP'pmblem,_where
A
= _1(t) (3e8)
3.6 " " " " ", oriel
The rotational 7notions @(t) of the platform (center-link) in the MPMSP generic
-model-shown in Figures 2.1 and 3.4 are -governed by the inertm-angmented Newtoman
equation of motion (3.24b) where T d is _ as that part of (3.23) that does not depend
emplicitly on ¢), and where the Td(t ),waveform is _ by (3.25), (3.28). As stated in
Chapter 2, see Equation (2), the task of the platform controller T c is to achieve and
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_mnmin the "qmez".angular condition ,_(t) = 0, _(t) = 0 in the face of all expected external
torques Te(t ) and arbiu-ary motions 81( 0, 82(t ) of the experiment equipment (the end links).
U_ng the standardcontrolengineeringsymbolism
u = mmml-mput= Tc (3.39)
m_A),_:_,,-thcr_ith:the_"_.anflardDAC_l_tr_-_'_ng_mchnique (3.17),one obtains
=  a(t) (3.40)
-_boJ_meral DAC_Icsign_le.,as_xmsmm_nJ_z_km3,4;_t isclear-fTom (3.40)thatone
_mmmzaly can adesiga _ne -in (3.40)_o,(i_albl)4_m_mx"_eTd(t )_fe_ on e(t)by.simply
_Imming
= - Td(t) ,,(_e_em_) (3.4_)
•_,-with Ta(t) _o_mmlle.a,_e__J_lmmn _%.canhe.men (ideally)
Up ---k! e--k_ (-kl._k2 ) • 0 (3.42)
to_ the _cmdition_3aate (t)-.0;_(t)- 0_,-fmm any initialconditions.In
_, if kl,k2 am chosen as_ -.
kl =Jcg e2n ; k2 =2 Jcg _ mr, (3.42)
-the_e_ondmg _lme, d-loop equation of-motion 0.40):be.,ccrmea (ideally) the classical
_lamped .2rid-order :tinear "_jstem
+ (2 _ en )_ + (°2n) ¢) -"0 (ideal) (3.43)
solhat it. (3.42)'the designer can select-the "flamping_factor" _ • 0 and '_ndampcd natural
frequency" tan • 0 to achieve the desired qualitative and quantitative behavior of ¢(t) as
#(t)-, 0 in (3.43).
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In summary, the (idealized) control u = T c for the platform is given by
u =T =up d (3.44)
= -k I @ - k 2 () - Td(t ) (ideal)
In a-realistic practical application, the term Td(t ) in (3.44) would be replaced by the real-
A
_stimate _ d(t) _,s:Ol_d_'om (3.38)andahex)tmmver (3.32). Also, if the platform
.aagular-ratc ,(t)_aappenext not to Joe available as a_iitv_-nmr) measm'mnent, one would
-,cplace, in (3,44)-t_:theobsmvm'-_rtxtuced_stimam _ -x 2 in (3.32). In thisway, the
lmmacalim#ememalwn of.-the:platformo0ntrollm" (3.44)_ould taim the form
^
U l TC l ''kl | .... k2 1_ -- I_ [ _d = $'lin (3.32); 0 " "g2 in (3.32)
(3.45)
The-tmtimam $ : x 1 produced by (3.32) is not'a_,ed in (3.45) since, presumably, ,(t) is
dimcttyancasmable.
The control tmprtmsion (law) (3.45) mgcthm'_dththe composim state observer (3.32),
(3.37), comfimte.s :the complete distmbanc_tdapfive controller design for the platform
tmmmller "re asshown in Figure 3.6. This comzoll_rwiU atxmmatically adapt-toand quickly
.mncel..out aZlyplalZCOZZZl_ce a_--'tiom Td(t) that .call be _te,_ at least over short
mtmvals of,time, by thequadm_-sp//ne_avcform-model (3.25). Tim mcludea disturbances
that are: "st_.commm," uncertain combinations of "constants + ramps + accelerations,"
and general uncertain, meandering-type functions, such as shown in Figure 3.5. The latter
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÷
_(L)--l_e=l,Time _ __
Figure 3.6 Proposed Disturbance-Adaptive Platform
Controller Arrangement.
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category includes slowly varying periodic and exponential- type disturbances with unknown
frequencies, time-constants, etc.
3.7. :Performance Testin_ of the _c_-Adavt-Jvc Platform Con_tler Using a
:_arra_te Disturbance Simulation Model
_'he:attimata _mulation Ta-..stof-the_ Vlatform conuoller (3.45), (3.32),
(3.37)_ of Jxnpl_g-the_oquations-for:that-com_llcr on a.-simulation of the
._m_ad__e_P:,,_mv:r.,.equations of motion of'th_ _Unk con_,,zhcm, n in Figure 2.1,
and_hen,_reismg that closed-loop=imulation by:conuuiling:the:end-links,-via Tl(t ) and
T2(t),'_a_._ back-and-forth_I_ ,_aodo_ to_smula_jq_ical _z/m_nt-motion"
....._ Under _-ucha_ ,-the_mf_rm_le_b(t)_hemld,_.mp_/_proach
zero, @ (t)- o,and eonsistently_ma/nator_in the,faceof all_ezperiment-raotions,
-grav_ent torques,solar-pressuremrques,etc.The_r_ of such a "full-up"testwill
be describedin Chapter 5.
In _ section, we will _esent the results of a somewhat lower-fidelity simulation test
of the.-p_ controller, in which the platform is con'ectly modeled by (3.241)) but where
the _,__C.e.s Td(t) due to cnd-linkmotions, etc., arc_y_lm_kry_ms_ted on the
compmer by a '_function-generation" sub-mmme that produr_ m'tificial _d(t) disturbance
functions. This procedure avoids the (difficult) derivation and-programming of the
enomums/y comp//cated exact equations of motion of the 3-1inkas_mbly shown in Figure 2.1.
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As previously stated, the derivation and simulation of those exact equations of motion will
be addressed in Chapter 4.
To demonstrate the validity of the preceding real-time disturbance
id_ificationlcanccllation technique, the mathematical model (3.24b) with the somewhat
:m-bitrary_valueJcg= I0 was_mulated on a aligitalcomputer,amng aafligitalsimulation
program .called_e. The "_ce-torque" Td(t) in (3,24).was created by
_=nbmmg variousst_dard_.mmi=l _me-hmctmm (__usoids,-delays, etc.)
availablem theDynaz_.'pmgtam. _n__ _)ntrvltorque Tc(t) m (3.24)
_erated in thesimuiabon-by.fxL_mtion (3.45) where thereal.tirne-eztimates b (t) and
,A,
T_(t),were created by the real-_mne _,nposite_ate-observer (3.32), (3.37).using the desired
-observ_.-m_ues
;.1 = ;.2 = ;.3 = ;.4 = ;-5 = -3 (3.46)
The observer gains {koi} in (3.32) corresponding to (3.46) were computed from (3.37) to be
kol = -15 ; ko2 = -90
ko3 = --2700 ; ko4 =--4050 (3.47)
/¢0S : -2430
The_ideal-model (3.43) of the closexl-loop platform dynamic; was chosen to have
= 0.7 ; _n = 1.0 (3.48)
Some representativesimulationresultsare shown plotted in Figure 3.7,where itcan
be seen that,aftera shorttransient,the estimate_ d(t)does indeed accuratelymatch the
actualreal-timebehavior of Td(t). In a realisticapplication,one would activatethe
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disturbance observer a short time before activating the control u d to allow time for the
estimate T d(t) to accurately match Td(t ), and thereby avoid the undesirable effects of the
A
(sometimes large) transient start-up errors m T d(t). Moreover, the platform controller
Te(t ) does indeed regulate ¢(t) to the desired condition {O(t) --, O, _(t) -* O} in the face of
_-initial.conditions o(O)and .uncertam.distmtmnces Td(t ). These results serve to validate the
mrr_fftmetioning of the.algorithms comprising-thence-observer (3.32)and the
ummmller (3.45). One-shortcoming ofamnge3mtka/amSy._mutmted,:end-link 'ktismrbances"
Td(t ), as employed here, is-that such.di.mntmncea do.noMemlmdy the inevitable reactions of,
say,-the Tl-controiler to the control.actiom of the T2<mntroller, and vice versa. Those
,tmtmller-reaction components of Td0)are an-inescapable (and potentially de-stabili_ng)
-amlityofany real MPMSP dynsmict_havi_r_ndln_t -be aecuratelymcorpomted into any
nmmzlation that Urn/torts to demonstrate _ _MFMSP-dynamic behavior, including
stability, in a realistic operating scenario. This concern will be.addressed in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 4
AN EXACT MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF
THE GENERIC MPMSP IN PLANAR-MOTION
4.1 The _ of _.tv in Mode_n¢ Multi-Body _e $ystem_
The derivation of the exact equation(s) of motion for an inmrconnccmd set of rigid-
bodies (hereafter referred to as a mu/d-bo_ dynamic system) would seem, at first glance,
to be a straight forward application of the cla_cal Newtonian, Lagrangiam Hamiltoman, etc.
principles of dynamics as presenting m literally htmdrcds of tttxtbooks, and convincingly
taught in university classrooms throughout the world over the past century. However, m
spite of the mtollectual profoundness of those classical principles of dy._amics, and an
abundance of (deceptively simple) illustrative :mmmples-_worked out in .textbooks and
classroom lectures, it turns out that the methods of Newton, Lagrange, Hamilton, etc. are
kt/t(mm_/nadequate for deriving the equations of motion for all but the simplest cases of
multi-body systems.
This "glass ceiling" feature of the classical methods of dynamics has its origin m the
"curse of dimensionality" agsociated with the dcv¢lopment of analytical, symbolic solutions
to certain sets of simultaneous equations that naturally arise as a necessary intermediate step
in applying those classical methods to a high-order multi-body system. For instance, m
applying the Ncwtoman method and "free-body diagrams" to a multi-body system, one must
first solve analytically for the equations that define the reaction forces and moments that
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occur at the points of mterconnection among the set of interconnected bodiesmfor arbitrary
kinematic and kinetic condiuons that may occur during general motions of the multi-body
system. This step is relatively straightforward for, say, two rigid bodies pro-jointed together
(such as the do,)ab_-p(_naaTlxa__ presented in many texts). However, as one considers
an in_g number of such rigid bodies linked wgether by pro-joints, the step of
analybmlly compulmg the reaction forces and moments at each pro-joint rapidly becomes
madxematically intractable. Similar.analytical obstacles are .encountered in applying the
methods of _ge, Hamilton, etc. to multi-body systems of higher order.
This inherent limitation of the clamcal metlmds of dynamics for deriving equations
of motion for multi-body systems has only recently begun to be recognized by industry
_actiXioners, educators, and (a few) matxmk wri_rs.
4.2 _,,,_'s ]_.___t for M_o__-_Me Mnlti-__Bo__ _¢
Further progress in the analysis and control of multi-body systems is mextncably
linked to progress in overcoming the aforementioned fundamental limitation of the classical
methods of dynamics. Fortunately, a new method for developing dynamic equations of
motion, which effectively overcomes the aforementioned limitations of classical methods, has
been discovered by Prof. Thomas Kane of Stanford Universi_/. This method, hereafter
"referred to a Kane's Method, was, in fact, developed and first published in the late 1960's
[S], but has become widely recognized as the fundamental contribution that it really is, only
in the last decade, [6]- [7].
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The basic theory,and methodology for Kane's method of dynamic modeling is
dcvclopecL,and illustratedby numerous examples,m a recenttext[8].The readerisreferred
to thattextforfurthertechnicaldetails.The essentialfeatureofKane's method, from the
practitioner'spoint-of-vie.w,isthat regardlessof the number of bodies in a multi-body
sys_m, the exact equations of-motion can be developed by a well-defined,tractablc,
sysmmaticprocedure involvingonlythe simplestconceptsfi'oman mn'oductory coursem 3-
dimensionaldynamics.
4.3 "/'llcA,_ __ _/or __-Mc-_J_,_ of M-m-Body SW_'_
I./_,yFa,_.'IA_ttmd
The strikingsimplicityof Kane's m_ forderivingthe-exactequations of
motion fora complex.,multi-body system has respiredDavid _ and hisassociatesto
develop a fullyaummamd digitalcompmer program that aummaticaUy executes Kanc's
methodology,and printsout thefinalequationsofmotion,foran "arbitrarily"given,complex.
multi-bodysystem with complex mterconncctions. This program, calledAutoiev'isnow
commercially availableI and was used in thisstudy to derive,m minutes, the horribly
complicamd exactequationsof (planar)motion forthe generic_-linkmodel of an MPMSP,
as shown in Figure 2.1. An attractive feature of the Autolev program is that it will, at the
user's request, automatically convert the final, equations of motion into Fortran code for
I
Onlane Dymm_ Inc., 1605 Hotttlcur Dr., Smmy_m. CA 94087; (408b_
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subsequent automatic input into the user's existing simulation program, such as Marrix-X. etc.
In this way, AWok,,v allows the user to go from the initial manually input "description" of the
multi-body configuration to be modeled, m a working "simulation" of the multi-body system
on a digital computer, in minutes, with no intervening printouts, recopying, paperwork,
coding or translating. This complete elimination of virtually all human chores m the
modeling and computer simulation of complex multi-body systmns-represents a major
conl_'btrdon to the industrial _ammtmity, but clearly "places strong-_..qu/rements on the
qualitative correctness and quantitative accuracy of the user's initial input "description" of
the multi-body configuration to be studied, Indeed, using Auto/m, one ran go from the
destmption of the multi-body system to computer plots of the sS_tem ,dynamic response
without ever seeing the system's equations of motion!
4.4 in
Planar Motion
The generic MPMSP 3-1ink configuration shown in Figures 2.1 and 3.4 was manually
input into the _ program by describing, symbo//ca//y, the geometry {$, 81, 02, x, y}
of the overall link-arrangement, the locations {_oi, gi} of the centers of gravity of the
respective links, the inertia and mass values (Ji, ]Vii), the experiment control torques (Ti) at
each pin-joint, and the platform control and external disturbance torques (T c, Te). Using
this symbolic description of the multi-body system, the Aumlev program executed Kane's
Method to arrive at the exact equations of motion for the planar-motion case. Those
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equations of motion consist of a set of five, 2 nd order, inertia-coupled ordinary, differential
equations whJchAuto/ev prims-out m the form (all the terms shown on the right side of (4.1_
are printed-out on the left side m Auto/ev).
Z27 _ -Z28 01 -229 82 +Z30 _ +Z31 i_ = 232- Tc-T e (4.1a)
-Z28 ¢_ -g33 81 ÷0 ÷Z34 _ -Z35 /;/ =-Z36-T 1 (4.1b)
-z29 _ +0 -z37 82 -z38 _ +z39 fi : -z40-T 2 (4,1c)
z30 _ ÷zM 81 -z38 02 -z41 _ _.0 = Za2 (4.1d)
z31 _ -z35 01 +z39 82 ,-0 -z41 J? = z43 (4.1e)
where _ and rl denote, respectively, the absolute dicplacement of the e.g. of the platform m
the direction of the platform longitudinal axis L and m the direction N which is normal to
L (see Figure 3.4). The zij symbols in (4.1) r_m_r_nt (typically long, complicated, non-
e •
linear) ftmetiom of {_,8t,82, ¢_,81,8-2,Mo, M 2, .To, J1, J2, _01, _02, tl, _2}. In particular, the
tmTn z.27 m (4.1a) is the augmented inertia function as cited in (3.24b)
Jog = z27 (42)
The actuaL, raw, hard-copy print-outs of (4.1) as generatedAuto/ev, for which the definitions
of z77 in (4.2), and the other zij in (4.1) can be inferred, are reproduced in Figure 4.1 where
.1=_; u2 --- aj; u3 =_; u4 = _ ; u5 = 6. Additional Auto/ev print-out data relevant to
the model (4.1) is reproduced in Apl_ndix A of this report.
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-> (145) R = Z"
-> (146) R = 2:
-> (147) R = 3:
-Z28*UI'-Z33*U2 +Z_4*U4'-Z35*U5'+Z36_ = 0
";I,
-Z29*UI '-Z37*U3 '-Z38*U4 '_'Z3_*U5 '÷Z40"_ = 0
0
->
-> (148) R = 4:
---).:1114_) R ""-_5:
4101)
Z30*U1 '+Z34*U2"-Z38*U3'-Z41*U4'-Z42 = 0
Z31*U1 "-Z35*U2"+Z39*U3"-Z41*U5'-Z43 = 0
j l
R = I: ( (-(-COS(THETA2)*LO2-L2)*(-COS(THETA2)*LO2-L2)-L
02*LO2*SIN (THETA2) *SIN (THETA2))*M2÷ (- (COS (THETA 1)*LOI+LI )
* (COS (THETA 1 )*LOI÷L1 )-LOI*LOI*SIN (THETA1)-*SIN (THETA I) )*MI
-OO-31 -J2) _1 "_ 4- (COS (THETA 1 )*LOI÷L 1)*LI*M 1-J I )_U2_+ ((-CO
S (THETA2) *LO2-L2) *L2*M2-32) _ ( ((-COS (THETA2) *LO2-L2) *S
IN (THETA2) +COS (THETA2) *LO2*SIN (THETA2))*M2÷ ((COS (THETA1) *
LO 1+L 1)481N (THETA 1)-COS (THETA1) *LO 1-mSIN ('IF]ETA1 ) )*M 1 )(*U_
((- (-COS (THETA2) *LO2-L2 )*COS (THETA2 )+L02*S IN (THETA2 )*S IN (
THETA2_q4"J2+ (--(COS (THETA 1 )*L01 +L1 )*COS (THETA I)-LO 1*S IN (TH
ETA1)._8 IN 13";-]ET&1) )-*M1 )_ ( ((.(UI_-U2)*LOI*SIN (THETA 1)+COS
(THET-_IIOmUMI_-LOJ*81N (THETA 1 :_,e_N (_I'HET_q1_)-4eU5) *U1 + (COS (TH
ETA 11)14MMk_SKIhltTHETA 1)*U5 )-*U2--COSXTHETA 1 )-*U2*U4-S IN (THETA i)
*LJ2mUS)-o fdDO8 (THETA1)*LOI+L1 )+ ( (- (CDS (THETA1)*LOI+L 1 )* (UI+
U2 )÷COS TTHETA 1 )*LO 1*U2-COS (134ETA 1)*US-LI-*U2+S IN TTHETA 1 )*U
4 )-*U1--_._'I,IP,.12aeU2)*L01*SI N (THETA l_4qH'lI- (- ((- (--COS (THETA2) *LO
2-I_2) m_kIMb_.13)-COS (THETA2 )*LO2mU'3-CDS (THETA2)-*US+L2*U3+S IN
(THETA2) *L;4 )*U1 +L2*U3*U3) *LO2*SIN (THETA2) ÷ ((- (UI +U3 )*L02*
S IN (THETA2) +COS (THETA2) *U4+L02*S IN _THETA2 )*U3+S IN (THETA2 )
*U5 )*U 1+ (COS (THETA2 )*U4+S IN (THETA2) *U5 )*U3-CDS (THETA2 )*U_
*U4-SIN (_A2) *U3*U5) * <-COS (THETA2) *LO2-L2) )*M2+W = 0
R_=e 41 _ l_rmt-omofExact6:p_N_s ofFPbmar)
Morionfor3-1._nkGen_dc MPMSP Model Fig.
_-l.as _ Derived bv Aum_'.
Pro_Ln-am 6
(102) R = 2: (-(COS(THETAI)*LOI+LI)*L1-*M1-31)_Ulj/÷(-31-LI*L1*
MI )_LI*MI-*SIN (THETAI) _COS (THETAI) *LI*MI_- ( ( (U I
+U2)*LOI*SIN (THETA1) +COS (THETA1) *U4-LOlmSIN (THETA 1 )*U2+SI
N (THETA1) *U5) *U1 + (COS (THETA1)-*U4+SIN (THETA1) *U5) *U2-COS (T
HETA1 )*U2*U4-SIN (THETAI)*U2*U5)*LI*MI÷WI = 0
--> (103) R = -:_ ( (-COS (THETA2)*LO2-L2)*L2*M2-J2) U_ (-J2-L2*L2*
M2) L2*M2*SIN (THETA2) +COS (THETA2) *L2*M2_U_+ ( (- (U
I +U3 ) *L02*S I N (THETA2) + COS (THETA2) *U4+L02*S I N (THETA2) *U3+ S
IN(THETA2)*U5)*UI+(COS(THETA2)*U4÷SIN(THETA2)*U5)*U3-COS(
TI-E_)o.U3_U4-SIN (THETA2) -*|J_#U5) *I -9#_t2÷W2 = 0
Figure4.1 Actual Print-Out of Exact Eauarions of (1)lanar)
Moron for 3-l=.ink Generic MPMSP Model Fig.
_-1. as Aur_cnaucally Derived by Au;o_'o
Prom-am.
7
i 1 ':, (IC_4 ) R = 4: ( _ _-C (THETA2)*LO2-L2)*SIN (THE" ) +COS (THETA2)*
LO2*SIN (THETA2) b.M2÷ < (COS (THETAI)*LOI+LI )*SIN (THETAI _-COS
@ -"(THETA I )*LOI*SIN (THETA 1 ) )*MI ) LI*MI*SI N (THETA 1 )_U_,-L
2-M2-S IN (THETA2) *_÷ (-MO-MI-M2) *U4_>- ( ( (- (-COS (THETA2) *LC_
2-L2 )* (U 1+U.3 !-COS (THETA2) *LO2*U3-COS (THETA2 )*U5+L2*U3+S I_
(THETA2) *U4 _*U 1 +L2*U3*U3) *COS (THETA2) - ( (- (U I+U3) *L02*S I N (
THETA2 )+COS (THETA2) *U4 +L02*S IN (THETA2 )*U3÷S IN (THETA2 )* U5 )
• U 1+ (COS (THETA2) *U4+S IN (THETA2) *US )*U3-COS (THETA2) *U3*U4-
SIN (THETA2)*U3*U5) *SIN (THEI'A2))*M2- (- ( ((UI+U2) *L01*SI N (TH
ETA1 )+COS (THETA I )*U4-LO I_*SI N (THETA1) *U2-1J31N CTHETA1 ) *U5 )*U
i+ (COS (THETA 1 )*U4÷SIN (TI']E;T_I_4_J_)*elJ2_COS (THETA 1 )*U2*U4-S I
N (THETA 1 )w,U2*U5)'*SI N __1-)_ • ( (--(_OS (THETA 1 )*LO I÷LI )* (U I+
U2 )+ COS (THETA 1 )*LO 1 *U2--_3_I]S(THETA 1 )*U5-L 1*U2+S I N (THETA 1 )* U
47 *UI-Ll_4J2*U2) *COS (THETA1)-)-*MI-+MO*UI*U5 = 0
-r...
w
-> (105) R = 5: (<-(-COS(THETA2)*LO2_J-2)*P.J]S(THETA2)_O2*SIN(THE
TA2)*SIN(THETA2))*M2+(-I%'_SXTHETA1)*LOI+L1)_I_OS(THETAI)-L
01*SIN (THETA I ) *SIN (THETAI) _M1 ) S (THETA I )*L I-M1 *M2 '
+COS(THETA2)*L2*M2_t._'_(-MO-M1--M2)*U5'_((((UI+U2)*LOI*SIN
(THETAII÷COS(THETAI)*U4-LOI*SIN(THETAI)*U2÷SIN(THETA1)*U5
).UI+(COSfTHETAI)*U4+SIN(THETA1)*U5)*U2-COS(THETA1)*U2*U4
-SIN<THETA1)*U2*US)*COS(THETA1)+(<-(COS(THETA1)*LOI÷L1)*(
UI+U2)÷COS(THETA1)*LOI*U2-COS(THETA1)*U5-LI*U2+SIN(THETAI
).U4).U1-LI*U2*U2)*SIN(THETA1))*MI-(((-(-COS(THETA2)*L02-
L2).(UI+U3)-COS(THETA2)*LO2*U3-COS(THETA2)*U5+L2*U3+SIN(T
HETA2)*U4)*UI+L2*U3*U3)*SIN(THETA2)+((-(UI+U3)*LO2*SIN(TH
ETA2)+COS(THETA2)*U4+LO2*SIN(THETA2)*U3+SIN(THETA2)*U5).U
I+(COS(THETA2)*U4+SIN(THETA2I*U5)*U3-COS(THETA2)*U3*U_-SI
N(THETA2)*U3*U5)*COS(THETA2))*M2-MO*UI*U4 = 0
Fibre 4.1 Actual Prim-Out of Exa_ E_uons of _r)
M_on _or _l..inkGeneric M'PMSP M_eL Fig.
_1. as Automaucally Derived by AusO_'o
Pro_q'am.
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4.5 Validation of the Auto/ev-C_nerated Equations of Motion for the 3-Link MPMSP
Generic Model
As indicated m Section 4.3, the ,4uto/ev program will, at the user's request,
automatically convert the model (4.1) into Fortran code that can then be immediately input
into an et_ti._ting "dynamic-system simulation program," such as Matrix.X, etc. This was done
for the present study (using Matri_.X installed on a UAH 486/33 PC). A listing of that
Amo/ev-generated Fortran code is shown in Appendix A. The resulting Mattir.X simulation
of the 3-1ink MPMSP model was "exercised" for some representative end-link, back-and-forth
dewing motions (controlled via T 1, T2) with the platform controller T c and external torques
T e set to zero. The results obtained, rising the parameter-values listed in Table 5.1, are
shown in Figures 4.2, 4.3, and their semmng agreement with what one would intuitively
expect served m establish our confidence in the validity of both the mathematical model
(4.1) and the Matri_-X simulation implementation, via the Fortran code generated by
,4uto/ev.
An innovative and useful feature of the Auto/ev-generated Fortran simulation code
is that it automatically computes and prints out the time-variation of the tota___! linear
momentum and total angular momentum of the multi-body system being simulated. This
feature allows the user to easily verify that the simulated multi-body system does, indeed,
obey known momennan-conservation conditions, when they apply. In our validation runs
described above, where Tc(t ) = Te(t ) _ 0, the torques Tl(t ), T2(t ) controlling the end-link
motions were '_ternal torques" with respect to the system and, therefore, should not have
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altered the .system's tota__...!langular momentum. That conservation of total angular momentum
of the overall system was indeed evidenced in the simulation print-out of instantaneous total
angular momentum values vs. time t as shown in the typical result in Table 4.1 and Figure
4.4.
In the next chapter, the "_a.ct" Auto/ev-based computer simulation of the 3-1ink
generic MPMSP model described in this section, is u._d as a test-bed to verify the
gffe, ctiv_ness of the previously designed DAC platform controller (3.45), (3.32), (3.37) in
koe_pmg the platform quiet in the face of a gmncral class of controlled end-link motions 81(t ),
O2(t ) and some representative external disturbance torques Te(t ).
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Figure 4.2 Representative Plots from Simulation Validation
Tests of the Model (4.1) with Tc(t ) = Te(t ) - 0;
Ti(t ) = smusoidal at freq. cai' i = 1,2 (Case: cal =
0.33: ca,, = 0.5.)
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Figure 4.3 Representative Plots from Simulation Validation
Tests of the Model (4.1) with Tc(t ) ,= Te(t ) - 0;
Ti(t ) = smusoidal at freq. coi, i = 1,2 (Case: _1 =
0.75; _., = 1.0.)
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SUBROUTINE ANGMOM_T._.c I,HNZ.HN3.HN
IMPLICIT DOUBLE F'RECIS_dN (A-Z'
DIMENSION U(17)
COMMONICZEES/Z (45
COMMON/CPAR/30.31,32.MO,MI _M2.PI .DEGTORAD.RABTODEG, Lt) i. L02. Li .__2. i
& L2,KLI .KLO,KRD. KRI .KRO, CENTERi ,AMP1, OMEGAI .CENTER_. AMP2. OMEGA2
PHI = U(O_
THETAI = U _7
THETA2 = U(8
PHIABSINT = U¢#
PHIINTI = U(10_
THEIINT = U(II_
THE2INT = U(12)
XOI = U(13)
X02 = U(14)
Z01 = U (15)
Z02 = U(16)
Z03 = U(17)
$1 = DSIN(THETAI>
CI = DCOS<THETA1)
$2 = DSIN(THETA2)
C2 = DCOS(THETA2)
ZHI = U(4)*Z(45)-U(5)*Z(44)
ZH2 = C1*L1mLOI-Z(44)
ZH3 = L1*S1-Z(45)
ZH4 = CI*Z(II)-SI*Z(12)
ZH5 = CI*Z(12)mSI*Z(II)
ZHb = ZH2*ZH5-ZH3*ZH4
ZH7 = -C2*L2-LO2-Z(44)
ZH8 = -L2*S2-Z(45)
ZH_ = C2*Z(20)-S2*Z(21)
ZHIO = C2*Z(21)+S2*Z(20)
ZHII = ZHIO*ZH7-ZH8.ZHC_
HNI = O. 0
HN2 : 0. L'i
HN3 = JO*U(1)÷JI*Z (13)_-J2*Z (-"2)÷MO*ZHI÷MI.ZHb÷M2.ZHII
HN = DSQRT(HNI*HNI ÷ HN2*HN2 ÷ HN3*HN3)
RETURN
END
Table 4.1
Autolev Set-Up for Plotting Instantaneous Total Angular Momentum Values vs. Time
for a Typical Simulation Validation Run: T c - T e = 0; Ti ,Tz _ 0
[Table Continued Next 3 Pages]
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- : L.- ; DAC. ,'-" _:,_qUT_'L _ F "_ ='ROGR'_,"1 DA=.. FOP 14
_** SIMULATION RUN W:TH T__=O. END LINf:: COMMAND _REQ.=O.-Z. '2.5 rao__e:
/ILLZWrTI_ RK_ULI_ VELo¢?TI£.? 3_"7'7o ,_£No "--'--- "----"
E:IMULATION F;ESLILTS (V_//'_/_;_m RU_I) .i.]_,/. /
- Hr';. HI'2 ' HI'4-_ z_. _ z=.,, N/,,mrT_r Vl_r?.,_,,.;i,Um,, _
O. 00000E+0(_
5. C)C)CK)OE-C) i
I. 00000E+0C;
I. 50000E+00
2. C)O000E+00
2. 50000E+00
3. O000CIE+O0
•.-,.50000E+00
4. C)OC)OOE÷O0
4. 50000E+00
5. 00000E+0,::>
5. 5000C)E+00
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Chapter 5
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF THE DISTURBANCE-ADAPTIVE
PLATFORM CONTROLLER USING AN "EXAC1 _' SIMULATION OF THE
3-LINK GENERIC MPMSP MODEL IN PLANAR MOTION
In this chapter we present the closed-loop simulation results obtained by exercising
the "exact" dynamic model (4.1) of the 3=link generic MPMSP system using a simulation of
the proposed disturbance-adaptive platform controller designed in Section 3.6 of Chapter
3. The results clearly show the effectiveness of the platform controller in identi .lying and
adapting to the kind of complex, uncertain, time-varying disturbances that will be common
on any realistic MPMSP. In addition, the simulation results in this chapter provide vivid
_,'vidence of the "controller-induced d_tabilization" phenomena de.scribed in Chapter 1;
namely, that the individually stable, pointing/tracking controllers acsoclated with each on-
board experiment can, under certain conditions, begin '_ghting _' with each other, with the
result that the entire MPMSP then undergoes a chaotic-like motion that can lead to
instability of the entire MPMSP system.
5.I Overview of the Performance _va,luation Test Procedure
The purpose of the simulation tests described herein is to demonstrate that the
disturbance-adaptive platform controller (3.32), (3.37), (3.45) controlling the "exact" dynamic
model (4.1) of the 3-1ink system of Figure 2.1 does indeed regulate the platform angular
motion ¢(t) to essentially zero, in the face of a general class of experiment pointing/slewing
motions (end-link motions) el(t), 02(t ). For this purpose, the two experiment (torque)
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controllers TI(. ), T2(-) that control 81(t ), 82(t ) respectively, were designed as conventional
_Proportional, Integral, Derivative (PID) controllers, having the form
t
i = 1,2
,where the kij, j = 1, 2, 3 are constant controller gains chosen to make each Oi(t ) accurately
track the given time-varying "command" motion 0ic(t)-- a_cnming a quiet platform
@(t) = 0. The commanded scanning motions Oic(t) for the two ea'po'iments were assumed
to have the biased-sinnsoid form
Oic(t ) =Oio ÷Oia sin(_t) ; i=1,2 (5.2)
•where the values of the parameters {8io, Oia, t_ i } were chosen to simulate generic
_=l_-rhnent slm_'ing __OmmAnds.
The two _ents' controlled, but un-c, oordinated, sl_dng motions Ol(t), O2(t )
-impart an uncertain, random-like '_'eaetion torque" on the center-link (platform) in Figure
2.1. We will assume those reaction torques cannot be directly measured in real-time. In
addition to the reaction-type sources of platform disturbances, a separate and more general
type of uncertain, measurable extra'hal disturbance torque Te(t ) was considered to act on
the platform, simulating the combined effects of uncertain gravity gradient torques, solar
pressure torques from the solar panels, and any other external sources of torques that might
act on an actual MPMSP. Accordingly, the generic waveform structure ofTe(t ) was assumed
to be repre_nted by
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Te(t) = C 1 + C,2t + C3 t2 + C 4 sin eat + C 5 cos _bt (5.3)
where a_a eb are presumed known characteristic frequencies of Te(t ) and the C i. i = 1.2 .....
5, are weighting "constants" that may occasionally jump in value in a once-in-a-while fashion
as in Figure 3.1. Thus, (5.3) is a s01me-func_ion model of Te(t ) that can emulate a rich
variety of uncertain _ental torques that an actual MPMSP might expenence on-
station.
The cff_ess of the platform controller in regulating O(t) -,0, and maintaining
O(t) = 0 for an exmnded period of time, was te._d by starting with O(to) ,, 0 and
commanding 81(t), 82( 0 to track the continually varying 8ic(t ) in (5.2) while the platform was
_abjected to a ghren persistent disturbance Te(t ) in (5.3). In some runs, Te(t ) was set to zero
for comparison purposes.
The resultinglime-variations of {81(0, 82(0, _(t), Tc(t), Te(t)} , obtained from the
simulation, were then plotted.
5.2 Parameter Values Used in the Simulation Tests
As explained in Chapter 1, Section 1.4, the main focus of this research effort was to
dm, elop and demonstrate a new control concept that could form the technology basis for
designing high-performance platform controllers for MPMSP-type projects. Thus, the
numerical parameter-values selected for the simulation exercises were no__! chosen to
represent any specific MPMSP, or specific experiments, that may be currently under
consideration, but rather to represent a size/scale range that seemed reasonable for a generic
MPMSP system configured in the form of the simplified 3-1ink model in Figure 2.1. Based
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on these considerations the parameter-values for the 3-link model in Figures 2.1.3.4 were
chosen as shown in Table 5.1 below: (values shown are m non-dimensional units)
Mo
M1
M2
Jo
J1
J2
t.Ol
£2
mass of platform (center link)- = I00.0
= mass of fight-link _ent#A) = 5.0
= mass of lef1-1ink (Experiment #B) = 7.5
-- rotational moment of inertia of -plmfzzrm w.r.Lcg. = I00.0
= ,, " " " _lat-link w.r.t.cg. = 5.0
= ,' " " " -left-link wx.t.cg. = 7.5
= (See Figure 3.4) = 2.0
= ( ,, ) = 2.0
= ( ,, ) = 1.5
= ( ,, ) = 2.0
Table 5.1 Simulation Parameter Values for_3-JAnk MPMSP Model
in Figures 2.1, 3.4 (Values are in non-dimensional units)
The gains kij for the PID ¢xpemnent controllers (5.1) at each end link were chosen
to yield closed-loop Oi(t)-dynamics having their 3 closed-loop poles (under the idealized
assumption that _,(t) - 0) as follows:
Case 1: Both experiments have their 3 closed-loop poles set at
_'1 - _'2 = _'3 - -1
Both experiments have their 3 closed-loop poles set at
X1 -- _2 = _3 = -2.5
Case 2:
(5.4)
f5.5)
The 2na order ideal-model (3.43) for the dosed-loop platform dynamics _(t) was
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chosen to have the parameter values
= 0.89
which correspond to the two closed-loop poles
(an = 4.472 (5.6)
_'1,2 = ..4.0 _. j 2.0 (5.7)
The gains koi for the composite planV_ee observer (3.32) were designed to place the
five poles _-oi of the associated estimation error _cs (3.33) at the locations:
Jr01 = Jr02 =-" = ;*05 = -5.0 (5.8)
The specific smmoidalseannmg commands (5.2) for the end-lix_ were chosen as follows:
Fol" the ltight-I.iak
For the Left-lAnk
eie(t) = 170 + 30.0 sin (1.45 t) (5.9)
O2e(t) = 0 + 25 sin (1.60 t) (5.10)
Finally, the mitial-conditiom for the angles _, a t, 02 in Figure 2.1 were chosen as
(0) = 30
Ot(0 ) = 200
02(0) = o.o
Using the mmaeneal parameter values in Table 5.1 and in (5.4) - (5.11), the
AutolevlMatrix-X simulation was exercised for a rim-time of 40 - 50 units. Some
representative results obtained for Case 1 of (5.4) are shown m Figures 5.1 - 5.4, where it
can be seen that _(t) is gracefully regulated to the desired value ¢_(t) = 0, and is closelv
maintained there, while the two end-links undergo their continuous back-and-forth scanning
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motions (5.9), (5.10). In other simulation'runs for Case 1 of (5.4), the initial-conditions
(5.11) were varied over a wide range with results essentially the same as shown in Figures
5.1 - 5.4.
Thus it tan be concluded that for the Case 1 configuration defined in (5.4) the
proposed platform controller doe, s indeed achieve and maintain a "quiet" platform ¢(t) = 0,
in the face of the typical equipment scanning motions 81(t), 82(t ) associated with the
scanning commands (5.9) , (5.10) ---t_vided the two _petiment controllers have their
individual clased4oop poles set at 21 = 22 = 23 = -1. The reader is cautioned that this
conclusion is highly dependent on the assumption of a Case 1 configuration (5.4) for the
ea'periment controller closed-loop poles. In the next section, it will be demonstrated that a
seemingly innocuous tightening of the eaperiments' individual closed-loop responses (i.e.
placing the ea'periment dosed-loop poles deeper into the left-half plane as in Case 2,
Equation (5.5) will result in the onset of/nstab///ty for the whole MPMSP system!
5.3 Simulation Results for the Case 2 Configuration C5.5)
The simulation runs associated with Figures 5.2, 5.2 were repeated with exactly the
same parameter values, with the exception that the individual experiment's closed-loop poles
were moved deeper into the left-half plane in accordance with Case 2 defined in (5.5). The
corresponding plots of ¢(t), Ol(t ), 82(t ), etc. are shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6, where it can
be seen that the platform tilt ¢(t) in this ease does not approach zero, but rather oscillates
with increasing amplitude. This overall system instability is physically due to the individual
experiment's controllers being too reactive to the platform base-motions induced by each
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experiments' motions ei(t ). In particular, it appears that the integral-terms in the
experiments' PID controllers (5.1) are too reactive (i.e. respond too quickly) to the platform
base-motion disturbances O(t) in the Case 2 configuration.
Of course, technically all the system parameters play some role in creating a condition
of dynamic instabitity, but the experience gained in exercising the Case 1 and Case 2
configurations seems to suggest that the ctmtm//erga/ns ki3 associated with the integral-terms
of the PID controllers (5.1) are the primary determinants of the observed instabiLity. For
example, if the iamgral-term gains kt3 in (5.1) for each experiment controller are set to zero,
while in the Case 2 configuration (5.5), the system once again becomes stable. In that case,
the local ezpm_ent controllers have only two (2) closed-loop poles each. However, if the
rtmaaining (P.D.) gains (kil ' ki2 ) in (5.1) are then re-adjusted to place those 2 experiment
controller ciosed-loop poles at _'1 =k2= -4.0 (for each experiment), it was observed that the
system instability reappeared.
5.4 _l_l__]lllt_mch to the Analvsas" and Pred1"ction of Ctmditions that Cause
MrMSP Imtat t 
The stable and unstable performances experimentally observed in the closed-loop
simulation studies of Cases 1 and 2 in (5.4), (5.5) as described in the preceding two sections
can, in principle, be studied analytically by linearizing the "exact" nonlinear system model
(4.1) and employing the classical Routh/Hurwitz stability conditions on the resulting linear,
constant coefficient model [with the linear platform controller (3.32), (3.37), (3.45) and linear
experiment controllers (5.1) installed]. In this way one can develop a set of simultaneous,
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algebraic inequalities (involving the various controller gains and system parameters) that
define the necessary and sufficient conditions for overall stability of the MPMSP system.
This would permit a more definitive assessment of the precise conditions, among the system
parameters, that trigger the on-set of controller-induced destabilization in this class of
MPMSP problems. However, the set of algebraic inequalities so obtained will undoubtedly
be rather large in number (> 7) and will most surely be very complicated and nonlinear in
structure. Consequently, the user 'Msualization" of the exact parametric stability conditions
corresponding to those Routh/Hurwitz inequalities may be somewhat elusive.
An attempt to develop the Routh/Hurwitz stability inequalities, using the
aforementioned procedure, was initiated near the end of the period of performance for the
present contract. However, the time available did not permit completion of that attempt.
This is an important area for further study in any follow-on effort.
5.5 Sumnmff of Chapter 5
The simulation studies described in this Chapter have verified that the proposed
MPMSP disturbance-adaptive platform controller (3.32), (3.37), (3.45) can, in principle,
achieve ¢(t) _ 0 while identifying and adapting to the kind of persistent, complex
disturbances induced by the motions el(t ), 02(t ) of experiment equipment mounted on the
platform. The simulations have also revealed that even with the platform controller
installed, the potential for the local experiment controllers in an MPMSP to begin "fighting"
each other, and thereby triggering instability of the entire MPMSP system, as described in
Chapter 1 of this report, is very real. In fact, it appears that this instability liability will exist
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for any realistic form of platform controller. The challenge, therefore, is to understand the
exact mechanism of this instability and to design the platform and experiment controllers
(and other features of the MPMSP) to yield a comfortable margin of "overall svstem
stability" under a// operating conditions.
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Chapter 6
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK
6.1 S-mm._ of Finr"ngs and I_*'____o_ns[..s.n]e-,1
This study has revealed that the analytical modeling of the dynamics of a MultiF
Pointing=_Mount Space _Platform (MPMSP) is a surprisingly complicated task. even
structural flexibilities are neglected and even if only planar rotational motions a
considered. It appears that all of the traditional principles of classical dynamics are woeful
inadequate for deriving the "exact" equations of motion for MPMSP-type systems. On ti
other hand, the relatively new (c/tea 1968) method of dynamic modeling developed by KaI
[8] appears to be ideally suited for rapidly deriving the exact equations of morion f_
MPMSP-type systems. Kanes' method, as embodied in I.mvimon's computer-aided modeli:
program, Autolev @, was used in this study to automatically derive the exact equations
planar motion (4.1) for the generic MPMSP as shown in Figure 2.1.
The principles of Disturbance=Accommodating Control (DAC), with son
modifications, were used here to derive and demonstrate a new control concept t_
stabilizing the platform motions _(t) in the generic MPMSP model. This new platfor_
controller concept does not rely on the direct, real-time measurement of the "disturbanc:
torques" induced on the platform by the respective experiment motions, but rather uses
"disturbance-observer" to identi_ the resultant of those disturbance torques, in real=tim
from measurements of only the platform motions 0(t). The resulting controller is abie:
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quickly adapt to a rather wide variety, of environment, equipment, and experiment-reiat
uncertain, tm_e-varying disturbances of the .type thin are expected in a realistic MPM
project.
In a typical MPMSP, the maintenance of a "quiet" platform (i.e. O(t) = O) is obviol.
essential for preventing one experiment's motions from interfering with the precis
pointing requirements of other (simultaneously acting) experiments. A no..__tso obvious f:
uncovered in this study, is that a sufficiently quiet platform is als_._fioessential for prevent
the independent csq_riment controllers from "fighting" each other (overly reacting to
disttn'bances that each experiment's motions induce on the other experiments, via
platform '_)ase-motions") and thereby triggering an unexpected violent instability of
entire MPMSP system. This overall instability tends to be counter-intuitive because it
occur even though the individual experiment controllers, and the platform controller, are
very stable. In fact, experimental evidence developed m this study suggests that the ore
.system instability tends to occur because the individual experiment controllers are to_._riosta!
(i.e.. the ¢m'periment controllers have their individual closed-loop poles too deep in the l
half plane) and are thus too responsive!
It appears that for any realistic-type platform controller (including the one develo
here) there will always exist a set of (seemingly stable) experiment controller parameters
will, in fact, cause instability of the overall MPMSP system. The through understandin
this phenomena, and steps one can take to assure it does not occur, should be a major fa_
of concern in any planned MPMSP design.
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6.1.1 A Video ,Animation of the MPMSP _b_i-_tion Phenomena
A video tape recording of a computer-generated animation of the 3-1ink model.
Figure 2.1, m closed-loop stable and unstable motion was prepared and provided to MSFC's
Pointing Control Systems Branch, to illustrate this important feature. A description of tha_
computer-animation program is presented in Appendix B of this report.
6.2 llJ,_tm_(_Intio_ for Further Work
The analytical analysis and visualization of the parametric "mechanism of mstabiliv,,'
in an MPMSP system is considered highly important for the safe, effective design and gain-
sizing of both experiment controllers and the platform controller. In any follow-on effort
this topic should be addressed via the linearization/Routh-Hurwitz methodology outlined in
Section 5.5 of this report.
The platform controller designed herein was based on the worst-case assumption of
having access to only the one measurement O(t). Further studies should consider cases in
which one has access to, say, platform rate and acceleration measurements ¢(t), ¢(t) and
to direct measurement of, say, the controlled torques TI(t), T2(t ) exerted by the individual
experiment controllers. Such considerations may result m reduced complexity, and enhanced
performance of the new platform controller proposed here.
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APPENDIX A
Autolev-Generated Fortran Code for Simulation
of-the 3-Link "Exact" Model
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EC
C
C
THE NAME OF THIS PROGRAM iS DACE L.FOR
CREATED BY' AUTOLEV ON 0__-03-1992 AT 07: 12:_
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-Z,
INTEGER JLOOP.NSTEPS.NCUTS.NEQS.ILOOF.COUNTER.NPSTE=
LOGICAL STP'SZ
EXTERNAL EQNS
CHARACTER MSG(75)
DIMENSION U(17)
COMMON/CZEES/Z(45)
COMMDN/CPAR/JO,JI,J2.MO,MI,M2,PI,DEGTDRAD.RADTODEG.LOi.LC2.Li._
& L2,KLI,KLO,KR2,KRI,KRO,CENTERI,AMPI,OMEGAI,CENTER2.AMF2.0MEGA
COMMON/CONT/W,WI,W2,THEISP,THE2SP
COMMONIDFQLST/T,STEP,RELERR,ABSERR,NCUTS,NEQS,STPSZ
OPEN(UNIT=II,FILE='DAC3L. IN ',STATUS='UNKNOWN
OPEN(UNIT=I2,FILE='DAC3L.OUI',STATUS='UNKNOWN
OPEN(UNIT=I3,FILE='DAC3L.OU2',STATUS='UNKNOWN
OPEN(UNIT=14,FILE='DAC3L.OU3',STATUS='UNKNOWN
OPEN(UNIT=I5,FILE='DAC3L.OU4',STATUS='UNKNOWN
OPEN(UNIT=21,FILE='DAC3L.H ',STATUS='UNKNOWN
DPEN(UNIT=31,FILE='DAC3L.COI',STATUS='UNKNOWN
PI = 4.0DO*DATAN(I.ODO)
DEGTORAD = PI/180.ODO
RADTODEG = I.ODO/DEGTORAD
WRITE(*,6001)
C
NOTE REGARDING INPUT AND OUTPUT DATA FILES
The user must supply an input data file to this program. Tn__
file must be nameO FILENAME. IN , where FILENAME is oo_aine0 _ror
the first line of thi_ program. The _ata must Oe arranoeO ir
accoroance with the READ statements that immeOia_eiv _olio_ -_r,i_
NOTE.
The putout from the program is sent to
appear on the screen at the completion of
column in each output data file contains
running from zero to TMAX in increments of PSTEP.
and STEP are input from the terminal by the user at
being the initial integration stepsize, a number
c_osen to be less than or e_ual to PSTEP. The
prompts the user for a message identifying t_e run.
Oa_a files
each run.
wno_=e nameE
Tn= _ i --
the ti me T o
TMAX. PSTEF .
runtime. STEP
tha_ snoui+__ De
_ermi hal aisc
T_is messaoe
is printed on each of the output files. Output file=_ enoinc
in .bUn contain %i me-_i stories of general izeo soeeos ant
generalizeo coordinates: files ending in .NRG _ontain _ine_i_-
energy, potential energy, and total energy time-nis_rie-_-: _iie-
enOino in .H _ontain angular momentum time-hi_=_oriee: files enoin_ _
it+ .COn contain _i me-hi _tori es of ouan_ities aooear_ ns e._
arguments in CONTROLS commanOs: files enOino in .SPr conEai_
tlme-nistorles of SPECIFIED variables: anO Tiles enoino in .Ab-
contain _ime-nis_ories o_ force anO/or toroue measure r,umoerz
corresoonOino _o AUXILIARY oeneraiizeo s_eeo_.
_+ +'i; .'_" ¶ " --:,',:_+,:==,_tA,_ ._._ ,'.:,
OF POOR QUALITY
.p-
E
READ(li,*I LOI "- ..... __ - _', L., .............. _ I . KLO. KF:2. _::F::i .._:RS _. 3ENTEF:._ . AMP " .
: Ai CENTER2. AMP2. OMEGA2
READ !i .*_ MO.MI.M2
READ i: .*_ GO
READ ii.*; Jl
READ i i ,* _ J2
READ Ii ,*) U(1) .U(2) .U(3) ,U(4) .U(5)
READ Ii.*) PHI.THETAI,THETA2,PHIABSINT,PHIINTI.THEIINT,THE2IN-
_: . X02, ZOI , Z02. Z03
C
C
C
WRITE(* ,6002)
READ( * ,6003) (MSG(ILOOP) ,ILOOP =
WRITE(* ,&O09)
READ(*,*) TMAX, PSTEP. STEPO
NPSTEP = IDINT((PSTEP-I.D-8) /STEPO
STEP = PSTEP/NPSTEP
1 .75 )
÷ I)
WRITE(* ,6012)
WRITE(* ,&010)
WRITE (12,6101)
WRITE (12,6010)
WRITE (13,6102)
WRITE (13,6010)
WRITE (14,6103)
WRITE (14,6010)
WRITE (15,6104)
WRITE (15,6010)
WRITE (21,6151)
WRITE (21,6010)
WRITE (31 ,(_201 )
WRITE (31 ,bOlO)
WRITE(* ,bOll)
WRITE (12.6011 .;
(MSG (ILOOP) ,ILOOP =
(MSG(ILOOP) ,ILOOP =
(MSB(ILOOP),ILOOP =
(MSG (ILOOP) ,ILOOP =
(MSG (ILOOP) ,ILOOP =
(MSG(ILOOP) ,ILOOP =
(MSG(ILOOP) . ILOOP =
1,75)
1,75)
1,75)
1,75)
1,75)
1,75)
1,75'!
WRITE(* ,&500t LO1.LO2,LI,L2,KL2,KLI,KLO,KR2,KRI,KRO.CENTEF:I,A
& OMEGAI,CENTER2,AMP2.0MEGA2
WRITE(12,&500) LOI.LO2.LI,L2.KL2.KLI.KLO,KR2.KRI.KRO.CENTEF:I.A
& OMEGAI,CENTER2.AMP2.0MEGA2
WRITE(* ,&512
WRITE(12,6512
WRITE(* ,6513
WRITE(!2,65!3
WRITE(_ ,6514
WRITE(12.&51z
WRITE_* ,_000_
WRITE(12.0_OO;
WRITE_ ._0: :
WRITE(12,_60i
WRITE(* ._m02
J ('i
J 0
J!
J]
J2
J2
MO
MO
_! .:
U(
.XOI.XO2.ZO
WRITE(12._02
.MI .M2
,MI .M2
I) .O(2_ .LI(3) .U(4) ,U(5
I i .LI,',-_ .U(3_ .L',,4_ .U f,_=,
PHI.THETAI.THETA2.FHIABSINT.PHIINTi.THEIIN- .Ti<E_
:, ZO2. ZCT
P'Hi.THETAi.THETA2.FHIABS!NT._.-I_:T: THE_ It.',_ _THE_..
CC
C
C
2
:: .XOI. XO2,ZOI. Z02. Z03
WRITE(* ._0061 TMAX.PSTEP.STEP.STEF.O
WRITE(12._O06_ TMAX. PSTEP,STEP, STEPO
LI(:-
U(8
U(_
U( i c-_
Uill
U(12
U(13
U(14
U(15
U(16
U(17
= PHi
= THETA 1
= THETA2
= PHIABSINT
= PHI INTI
= THE1 INT
= THE21NT
= XOI
= X02
= ZOI
= Z02
= Z03
WRITE(* ,6007)
WRITE (21,6007)
WRITE (12,6701)
WRITE (13,67c:_2)
WRITE (14,6703)
WRITE (15,6704)
WRITE (31 ,&751)
NEQS = 17
NCUTS = 20
T = O. 0
RELERR = I.OD-8
ABSERR = I. OD-8
STPSZ = .FALSE.
NSTEPS = IDINT(TMAX/STEP+O. I_+I
COUNTER = 0
DO Ic:_0<IJLOOF' = I , NSTEPS
CALL ZEES(T,U)
IF (COUNTER.EQ.NPSTEP. OR. COUNTER.EQ.O)
CALL ANGMOM(T,U,HNI,HN2,HN3.HN)
WRITE (21,6005)
WRITE(* ,bOO5)
WRITE (12,6005)
WRITE (!3,6005)
WRITE (14,6005)
WRITE (I 5.6005)
CALL CNTRL(T.U)
WR ITE (31. 6005 :,
COUNTER = .:;
ENDTF
THEN
T.HNI ,HN2. HN3, HN
T,HN1 ,HN2.HNG,HN
T,U(1) ,U(2) qU(3) _U(4) ,U(5)
T,U(_) ,U(7) .U(8) ,U(9) ,U(IO)
T,U(II) _U(12) ,U(13) .U(14) _U(15)
T,U(16) ,U(l-_i
T. W. WI ,W2. THE! E: .THE2SF
COUNTEF, = COUNTER "+ !
_T= .:JLOOF'. EQ. NSTEPS
CALL DEQS(EQNS.U.*Q_
GO TO i 000
I.iI00 CONTINUE
WRITE(*,6m_I_
STOF
-_ WRITE(*._(IO'g;
_0C! FORMAT(/IX, 'SYSTEM PARAMETERS AND INITIAL COND:TZOHE
_ 2X, 'ARE NOW BEING READ FROM THE INPUT FiLE _
_0_'12 FORMAT(IX,'INPUT A DESCRIPTION OF THIS RUN'y'_
o003 FORMAT(75AI)
m004 FORMAT(IX, 'STEPSIZE HALVED TOO MANY TIMES'/)
6005 FORMAT (6(IX,1PEI2.5))
6006 FORMAT(11X,'TMAX = ',IPE12.5,' S'/IOX,'PSTEP = .IPEI2.5. E
&'STEP = ,IPEI2.5, S (USER INPUT VALUE = ,IPEI2.5. S)
60c_7 FORMAT(//IX, 'SIMULATION RESULTS'//7X, 'T',IIX, 'HNI , 10X, •HN2
&HN3' , fOX, 'HN' ,/6X, ' iS) ' ,8X, ' (N*M*S) ' ,6X, ' (N*M*S) ' .6X, ' (N*M*E
&' (N*M*S) ',/)
6008 FORMAT(//1X, "SIMULATION RESULTS'//7X, 'T',IIX, 'KE'.IIX. 'PE" ,c
&+ PE',/6X,' (S) ',8X, ' (UNITS) ",6X, '(UNITS) .6X. ' (UNITS; .
600_ FORMAT(/IX, 'INPUT TMAX, PSTEP, STEP ,
' /& 1X , '===-_======:='==:=---=:=-==:
&IX, ' ', TMAX : FINAL TIME ' ,
&IX,''. PSTEP: TIME INTERVAL FOR PRINTING '/
&lX,'l STEP : MAXIMUM INTEGRATION TIME STEP "/
'/ )& 1 X, ' ::=====:= :::::::::::==--:::::::::::
bOlO FORMAT(IX, '*** ',75A1)
6011 FORMAT (/ / 1X, °SYSTEM PARAMETERS '/ )
6012 FORMAT(IX, OUTPUT FROM PROGRAM DAC3L. FOR'//)
6101 FORMAT(IX, FILE: DAC3L. OUI
6102 FORMAT(IX, FILE: DAC3L.OU2
61(13 FORMAT(IX, FILE: DAC3L. OU3
6104 FORMAT(IX, FILE: DAC3L.OU4
6151 FORMAT(IX, FILE: DAC3L.H
6201 FORMAT(IX, FILE: DAC3L.COI
(OUTPUT FROM PROGRAM DAC3L.FOR
(OUTPUT FROM PROGRAM DAC3L.FOR
(OUTPUT FROM PROGRAM DAC3L.FOR
(OUTPUT FROM PROGRAM DAC3L.FOK
(OUTPUT FROM PROGRAM DAC3L.FOR_
(OUTPUT FROM PROGRAM DAC3L.FOF
6500 FORMAT(12X,'LOI = ,IPEI2.5, M'/12X,'L02 = ,IF EI=.5. _"
& = .IPEI2.5, M'/13X, "L2 = ,IPEI2.5, M'/12X. I:L2 = ,I=E
&UNITS'/12X,'KLI = ,IF'El2.5,' UNITS'/12X,'KLO = .IF'El2.5.
&/12X,'KR2 = .IPEI2.5,' UNITS'/12X,'KRI = ,IPEI2.5. UNITE
&KRO = ',IPEI2.5, UNITS'IBX,'CENTERI = .IPEI2.5, UNITS'/I:
&l = ,IPEI2.5, UNITS'/9X,'OMEGAI = ,IPEI2.5. UNITS'/8X, 'E
& : ,IPEI2.5, UNITS'/IIX,'AMP2 = ,IPEI2 5, UNITS /gX,'OME
&'.IPEI2.5, UNITS'/)
6512 FORMAT(13X, 'JO = ,IPEI2.5, KG*M^2'/
65!3 FORMAT(IGX,'JI = ,IPEI2.5, KG*M"2'/
6514 FORMAT(IGX,'J2 = ,IPEI2.5, KG*M"2'/
_600 FORMAT(13X, 'MO = .IPEI2.5, ' KG'/13X, M1 = .IF'El'.5. _::G' '
_, = ,IF'El2.5. _::G"//_
o_01 FORMAT(/IX. 'INITIAL CONDITIONS'//IOX, UI '0_ = . IFE!2._, Ra
&OX, 'U2(O_ = .IFEI2.5, RAD/S'/IOX. "U3(.::_ = .IFEI:.:. RAD
&. 'U4(0) = .IF E:2.5. M/S'/1OX. 'U5(O_ = ,IF EI2.5. M,'F
_(:_2 FORMAT(gX.'PHI(O_ = .IPEI2.5, RAD'/6X, THETAI (0: = ,IF'EIZ
&AD /0_;. 'THETA2_(:I_ = .IPEI2.5. RAD'/3X. P'HIABS!NT(O' = . i:
UNITS'/Ex. 'PHIINTI (0_ = . !PE!2.5. UNITE: /5>:. "THE!INT ::_
&El2.5. UNITS" 5X. 'THE2INT(O! = . IPEI2.5. UNITE _#_:. _:01
CRIG_EiA: ;;klE 1
OF _OOR QUk_LllY
--.70 i
IPEI _
_5. RAD
FORMAT
•I i X .
_?{:Z FORMAT
_,'THETA2
& ) .8X. '
67"_- FORMAT (
&.SX , 'XOI
QTX. ' (RAD
6704 FORMAT(/
&(S) ',9X,
6751 FORMAT(/
&, _ X , 'THE
&ITS) ,bX
. RAD' ,"gX, 'X02(0) = .IPEI2.5. RAD' I#X. ZOI (0_ =
'/#X, 'Z02(0) = .IPEI2.5, RAD'/QX. 'Z03(O = .IPEI _.
//IX. 'SIMULATION RESULTS //-7X. '- .1IX, Ui . I I_i, L2
UZ l_X .... x_X, _S_ .8X. (RAI]/S .b),. (RAD'E ._-
(M/Si '.SX. ' (M/S) .,'
/,'iX. 'SIMULATION RESLILTE' ,,"TX. '-.. -i;,.'PHI .S;, , -r-E--
._i_. "PHIABSINT' .5X, 'PHIINTI ./_i_, (S) .gX. (RAD .E
(RAD) ',7>',, ' (UNITS) ',6X. ' (UNITS) ' ../)
60qq FORMAT(IIIX,'OUTPUT IS ON FILES:
, , '/_×,• _ DAC3L.OU4 _&X DAC3L.OU3 I_X,
END
"DAC3L.H'/22X_
//IX,'SIMULATION RESULTS'/ '-_..... ==://_, _ ,9X,'THEIINT ._.:..
',IOX, 'X02' ,IOX,'ZOI ',/&X, (S) .SX_ (UN!TSI_ .o_. (LI_
) ,8X_ (RAD) ,8X, (RAD) ,/)
IIX,'SIMULATION RESULTS'//TX,'T',IIX,'ZO2',IOX. 'ZCT:
'(RAD) ',8X,'(RAD) ',/)
IIX,'SIMULATION RESULTS'IITX,'T',I2X,'W',IIX.'WI .i_
ISP',7X_'THE2SP',/6X,'(S) ',9X,' (N.M) ',TX,'(UNITS .=
,'(UNITS) ',&X,' (UNITS) ",/)
_'DAC3L.OUI'/22X,'DACTL. C
'DAC3_._-Iu_
--z
L_
C
r:
C
C
C
SUBROUTINE EQNS(T.Lt.UDELT
TMF:_'E:T DDLIBLE P'REC S:ON (u-Z
DIMENSION L+(I, i;,LIDOT __T .(DE-" :5,_,_ .RHE: E-
COMMON/CZEES/Z <45
COMMON/CFA_:_,'JO,Ji._:2,MO.MI.M2.F'I.DEGTORAD.RADTODE.2._ i "-
': L-J.KLI .KLO.KR2.KRI .KRO, CENTERI ,AMF'I ,OMEGAI .CENTEF:2. AMPZ. OMEGA
COMMON/CONT/W,WI,W2: THEISP TH--SF
CALL ZEESCT,U)
_HI = U(6)
THETAI = U
THETA2 = U
PHIABSINT =
PHIINTI = U
THEIINT = U
THE21NT = U
XOI = U(13)
X02 = U(14)
ZOI = U(15)
ZO2 = U(16)
ZO_ = U(17)
(7)
(8)
U(9)
(10
(II
(12
CALL CNTRL(T,U)
COEF (I , I )
COEF (I ,2 )
COEF (I. G)
COEF (I, 4 )
COEF (1,5)
COEF (2. I )
COEF ':2. D )
COEP" (2. -
COEP (2.4 )
COEF (2.5)
COEF (3, 1 )
COEF (3,2 )
COEF (3, "2:.)
COEF (3.4
COEF (3,5)
COEP (4,1
COEF (4.2)
COEF (4. -
COEF (_. _I;
COE; (4,5
COE_-(5.!)
COE_" i E. " '
COEP _= -::
COE_ (5. z;
E:OE z- ,= =-
= Z (27)
= -Z (28)
= -Z (29)
= Z (30)
= Z (31)
= -Z (2e_
= -Z (33)
= O. 0
= Z (34)
= -Z (35)
= -Z (29
= 0.0
= -Z (27
= -Z (38
= Z (3_)
= Z ,:30 )
= -Z ':2,8
=: -Z (41
= (i. ,2
= Z " L: I ;
= -Z ,:.E,_.
= Z (3_,
= (!. :,
= -Z _41
ORIGINA,',.; P.:I_ ;h";
OF POOR C_!),'Td,._TY
E:
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
RHS
RHS
RHS
RHS
RHS
2; = -Wi-Z <3_
T = -WZ-Z (40:
z = Z ,'42 _
5 = Z _T:
CALL UNCUF'L :5.COEF.RHS.UDOT)
U_ IS DEFINED TO BE PHI
UDOT(6) = U(1)
U7 IS DEFINED TO BE THETAI
UDOT(7:) = U(2)
U8 IS DEFINED TO BE THETA2
UDOT(8) = U(3)
U9 IS DEFINED TO BE PHIABSINT
UDOT(9:_ = ADS(PHI)
UIO IS DEFINED TO BE PHIINTI
UDOT(10) = PHI
UII IS DEFINED TO BE THEIlNT
UDOT(II) = THEISP-THETAI
UI2 IS DEFINED TO BE THE21NT
UDOT(12) = THE2SP-THETA2
UI3 IS DEFINED TO BE XOI
UDOT(I_} = XO_+_.*(PHI-XOI)
Ull IS DEFINED TO BE X02
UDOT(14) = ZOI/JA+W'"A -'_='-'.... _ ._u.*(PHI-XOi
UI5 IS DEFINED TO BE ZOI
UDOT(15) = ZO2+I250.*30*(PHI-XO!
UIO IS DEFINED TO BE Z02
UDOT(161_ = ZO3+3125.*JO*(PHI-XOI
UI7 IS DEFINE[) TO BE Z03
UDOT(I?I) = 3125.*JO*(PHI-XOI)
RETURN
END
ORIGINAL P,'_"- _
OF POOR QU/_ITY
CSUBROUTINE UNCUF'L(NDIM.COE =.RHS.UDo-'-
, Tr'_-!MFL._,.,._- DOUBLE _'P:ECI_ _Or: _:_-Z
!NTEGE_ NDIM.!:_(5?
DIMENSION C:OE_(NDIM.ND!M_ .RHS(NDIM .UDDT(NDIh:
CALL DECMF2(NDIM.COEF.NDIM.COEF.IPS.*#,:,i.*#02
CALL SOLVE2(NDIM.COEF.NDIM,RHS.UDOT.IF'S
RETURN
Q 01
902
602
END
WRITE(*,601
STOP
WRITE(*,602)
STOP
FORMAT(/IX,'ALL ELEMENTS IN
_ORMAT(/IX. 'A PIVOT ELEMENT
OF COEF IS ZERO')
A ROW OK CDEF ARE ZEROS'X.
ENCOUNTERED IN THE DECOMPOS_TIO_
?-
E
E
C
C
SUBROUTINE ZEES,:T.U
IMF,LIr_TT DOUBLE ='RES!SIOr! {A-Z_
[IIMENE, IOr,i U,:I7
? (45:COMMON/CZEES/,-
COMMON/CF'AR ,'J 0. S I .C 2. MO. M 1 .M"_. F'I .DEGTORAD. RADTODEG. L: : "
_, L2.KLi .KLCI.KR2 ,KF:I. KRO, CENTERI .AMPI .OMEGAI .CENTER2. AM= 2. OPIEG,:
PHI = U (6)
THETAI = U(7)
THETA2 = U(8)
PHIABSINT = U(#)
PHIINTI = U(IO
THE11NT = U(II
THE21NT = U(12
XOI = U(13
XO2 = U(14
ZOI = U(15
ZO2 = U(lo
ZO_-, = U(17
S1 = DSIN(THETAI)
C1 = DCOS(THETA1)
92 = DSIN(THETA2)
C2 = DCOS(THETA2)
Z(1)
Z(2)
Z (3)
Z (4)
:(5z.
Z(O
Z ,:8
Zt_
Z 10
Z 11
Z 12)
Z 1.'5,)
Z 14)
Z 15
Z I_
T ITJ.
Z 18
Z '_20
Z (24.
= I_01-81
= CI*LOI
= LI+Z (2)
= L02-$2
= C2-L02
= L2+Z (51
= U(I_*U(5,
= U(I _*U(,i_
= CI*LOI*LI ("-)
= LOI*SI*U(2)
= CI*U(4_+SI*U(5)+U(1)*Z (I)
= CI*U(5)+LI*U(2)-SI*U(4)+U(I:_*Z (3
= U(1)+U(2)
= CI*U (5)-SI*U (4)
) = U(I_.Z(_+LI('_*Z(14_-Z(12)*Z(13).._. .
) = CI.U(Zi_+SI*U(5)
= U(I _*Z (IO_+U(2)*Z(IA)-Z (II)*Z (13
) = C2*LO2*U (-
= LO2*S2*U (-;
= C2*U(*;_-S2*U(5 -U(I _*Z (4
, = C2*U(5_-L2*U(-- -S2*U(a_-U': _*Z(_
= U':I _+U_',--
'-"?.11 ,'F, _-S2*U (_
= U,'l_*-{l_-il<-, _ .. -Z_23 +Z_'-'I._ *Z".-- ....
_ = C2-'_U ,_aJ +S2*L! (5
: --- !i_,. _1_*Z '[ __"_,-d (- .7 _[_._ ..eZ (201.-7 .... ORIGINAL .7":"_'_._,.:._:..iS
OF POOR QU=_:-_._."
RETURN
END
"_r:" _," ",C I ,.C " '-_'_ " -,C,.tK.,_N... ..... .;
OF POOR <v!:::: z_"_,
?_
C
C
C
SUBROUTINE CNTRL,T.U)
IMF'LI,_._T DOUBL- PRECISION _u-Z_
DIMENSION LrIf-
COMMON/CZEES/Z (4 =-_,:_
COMMON/CPAR/JO, J 1 .,::--.MO. M 1 .M2. F: .DEGTOF(AD, RADTODEG. L_ i .L,:2.
_, L2 KLI KL(-_.KR2 KRI KR().CENTERI AMPI,OMEGAI,CENTER2.AMP2,0M S
COMMON/CONT/W, WI .W2, THE1SP, THE2SP
PHI = U (61)
THETAI = U(7)
THETA2 = U(8)
PHIABSINT = U(9)
PHIINTI = U(10
THEIINT = U(II
THE21NT = U(12
XOI = U(13
X02 = U(14
ZOl = U(15
Z02 = U(16
Z03 = U(17
$I = DSIN(OMEGAI.T)
C1 = DCOS(OMEBAI*T)
$2 = DSIN(OMEBA2*T)
C2 = DCOS(OMEBA2*T)
W = -J(')* (7. O*U (I) +20. O*PHI+24. O-PHI INTI )-ZOI
W1 = JI*(k'L2*(-U(2) )+k,LI*(THEISP-THETAI)+KLc'_*THEIINT)
W2 = J2* (I<R2* (-U (3)) +KRI* (THE2SP-THETA2_ +KRO*THE21NT)
THEISP = CENTERI+AMPI*SI
THE2SP = CENTER2+AMP2*S2
RETURN
END
i . _ _ _'.,_ _!._
OF PO0_ Q_J;_,,'..ITY
EC
C
C
C
C.
SUBROUTINE ANGMOM(T,U.HNI,HN2.HN-.HN
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-Z_
DIMENSION L'/1-7_
COMMON/CZEES_Z(45
COMMON/CPAR JO.Ji.J2.MO,MI,MZ_.Fi,DEGTORAD.RADTDDEG.L?i.LC2.-_
L2.KLI. KLO. KF_?, KRI .KRO, CENTERI .AMPI ,OMEGAI ,CENTER2. AMP2. EJME
PHI = U (611
THETAI = U(7)
THETA2 = U(8)
PHIABSINT = U(_)
PHIINTI = U(IO)
THEIINT = U(II)
THE2INT = U(12)
XOI = U (13)
X02 = U(14)
ZOl = U (15)
Z02 = U(16)
Z03 = U(17)
S1 = DSIN(THETAI)
C1 = DCOS(THETAI)
$2 = DSIN(THETA2)
C2 = DCOS(THETA2)
ZHI = U(4)*Z(45)-U(5)*Z(44)
ZH2 = C1*LI+LOI-Z(44)
ZH3 = L1*S1-Z(45)
ZH4 = CI*Z(II_-SI*Z(12)
ZH5 = CI*Z(12_÷SI*Z(II)
ZH6 = ZH2*ZH5-ZH3*ZH4
ZH? = -C2*L2-LO2-Z(i41_
ZH8 = -L2*S2-Z(45)
ZH9 = C2*Z(20)-S2*Z(21)
ZHIO = C2*Z(21)+S2*Z(20)
ZHII = ZHIO*ZH?-ZHS*ZH9
HNI = 0.0
HN2 = 0.0
HN3 = JO*U(1)+JI*Z<I3)+J2*Z (22)÷MO*ZHI+MI*ZHb+M2*ZHII
HN = DSQRT(HNI*HNI + HN2*HN2 ÷ HN3*HN3)
RETURN
END
_._........ _")
25
11
15
1_,
17
SUBROUTINE DECMP2(N A IDIM.LU IPS * *
• i, II "I lr
IMPLICIT DOUBLE F RECISION (A-Z
INTEGEF,_ r',IDIM.IPS(N) .i.,]._:. !F.IIF.I<Pl .NMI.ID_:=I •
DIMEI',JSION A(IFIIM.N_ .LU(IDIM,r,_ ,SCALES(IO0
ZERO=O. (_DO
DO 5 I=l,rJ
IPS( I ?)=i
ROWNRM-O. OD()
DO 2 J=l ,N
LU(I ,J)=A (I ,O)
ROWNRM=DMAX 1 (ROWNRM.DABS (LU (I ,J) ) )
CONT I NUE
IF(ROWNRM.EQ. ZERO) RETURN 1
SCALES (I) =i. O/ROWNRM
CONT I NUE
NM I-'-N-I
DO 17 K=I,,NMI
BIG=(1. ODO
DO 1 1 I=K. N
IP-'IPS (I)
SIZE=DABS (LU (IP.K) )*SCALES (IF')
IF(SIZE.LE.BIG) GO TO Ii
BIG=SIZE
IDXF'IV=I
CONT I NUE
IF(BIG.EQ.ZERO) RETURN 2
IF(IDXPIV.EQ.K) GO TO 15
J=IPS (K)
IPS (F:i_=IPS (IDXPIV)
IPS (IDXPIV) =J
KP= IPS (K )
P IVOT=LU (KP. K)
KPI =K_- 1
DO ic_ I=KF'I.N
I R=IPS (I )
EM=LU(IF'.K) /F'IVOT
LU (IP. KI_=EM
DO i_ J=KF'I.N
LU (IF', J )=LU (IP, J >-EM*LU (KP, J )
CONT I NUE
CONT I NUE
IF(LU(IPS(N) .N).EQ.ZERO:) RETURN 2
RETURN
END
OF POOR _uALITY
3
4
SUBROUTINE SOLVE2_r_.L__.IZ:,!M.E_.,,. !FE
_M='LZCZ- Z_OUBLE "=--Z,._- i,._,J,_'_ _---
,_T ......... . ............ i !_+__:_ .i.. DIM. I=E
_-,IMENSIO_ LU TDI,,-I r,_ 16,, . .....
r,_F']=r,i_-i
_ ':II=B(IF'S i!
DO 2 I=2. N
!F'= IPS (!
IMI=I -I
SUM-=(). qDq
DO I J=l, IMI
SUM=SUM+LU (IP, J _*X _J :I
CONT INUE
X ( I' =B (I_'' -SUM
CONT INUE
Y, (N_ =X (N) ,"LU ( IF'S (N) . N)
DO 4 IBACK=2.N
! =NF'I - IBAC_::
IP=IPS (I
IPI=I+I
SUM=O. ODO
DO 3 J=IF'I,N
SUM=SUM+LU (IF'. J) *X (J)
CONT INUE
X (I iJ= (X (I)-SUM)/LU (IP, I
RETURN
END
O_ _C_OR (4t, ALITY
C:
ORIGINAL P:%_ '_"
UAL|IYOF POOR Q '
- '**_ HALVE THE STEPSIZE
N=H2
TT=TT-H-
[="(.NST.ST='SZ _ GO TO .... '
TEMG'=TT-H2
WRZTE_ ,:.200; "_.TEM _'
H ...... _-T T_DCJ M_P,J,
- **, HAS THE STEFSIZE BEEN _,=_ IMEE-
' 2,", NCUTS=NCLITS- i
IF(NCUTS.GE.O, GEl TEl 130
T=TT-H2
WRITE(* "I,:I_ rq,/.., o
RETURN I
C *** IF STEPSIZE IS TOO SMALL RELATIVE TO TT TAKE RETURN
130 IF(TT+H.NE.TT) GO TO 140
T=TT
RETURN 1
140 H2=H/2. ODO
H3=H/3. ODO
H6=H/6. ODO
HS=H/8. ODO
60 TO 60
150 IF (DBL. AND. 64. ODO*ERR. 6T. TEST
C .AND.64.0DO*ERR.GT.ABS) DBL=.FALSE.
160 CONTINUE
C *** DOUBLE THE STEPS IZE. MAYBE.
IF(.NOT.DBL.OR.DABS(2-ODO*H).GT.DABS(STEP) .OR.
C DABS (TT+2. ODO*H) .GT. DABS (FINAL) .AND.
C DABS(TT-FINAL).GT.DABS(FINAL)*I.OD-7) GO TO 170
H2=H
H=H+H
IF(STPSZ) WRITE(*,,200) H,TT
H3=H/3. ODO
Hb=H/b. ODO
H8=H/8. ODCI
NCLITS=NCUTS+ i
17.:> DO 180 I=i.NEO
180 'r" ( i ) =Y2 ( I
TT=TT+H
GO TO 50
19'::) I F (EF'SL. L T. 0. ODO ) RETURN
C *** NOW BE SURE TO HAVE T=FINAL.
HC=H
H=F INAL- (TT-H)
IF(DABS(H) .LE.DABS(FINAL)*I.OD-?_ RETURN
TT=FINAL
EPSL=- i. ODO
H2=H/2. ODO
HS=H/',,-. ODC:
HO=H ."¢,. 0 D'::_
HB=H/S. OD?
GO TO _,0
20':_ FORMAT(i_° THE STEFSIZE ZS NOv. .IF DI2.4., _i = ._P[:
210 FORM"T(Z 'THE STEPSTZE HAS BEErl HALI,JE: ' TOO MAN, TIMEE"
!F'D _' _i
EI'4T:
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